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z~1100: CMB

z~20-30: First Stars

z~15-6: Reionization

Simulations show: a given mini-halo may only 
form one PopIII star (of mass ~50-100 M⊙)

Their SNe enrich the IGM enabling more 
efficient cooling and making way for the 
formation of the first galaxies.

These first galaxies are believed to drive 
cosmic reionization, which is likely a prolonged 
process, ending at z~6.

z<6: Build-up of today’s galaxies

After radiation-matter decoupling, the universe 
is dark for a 100-200 Myr, before the first stars 
(so-called PopIII) form in mini-halos (~106 M⊙) 
thanks to H2 cooling.
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The Reionization Epoch with HST
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Epoch of Reionization

When did first galaxies form? How fast did they build up?
What regulates SF in early universe?
Were there enough galaxies to complete cosmic reionization?
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 Galaxy Build-up Based on the Evolution of the UV LF

 Pushing the Frontier to z~9-12

 The Role of Galaxies in Cosmic Reionization

 Growing Galaxies: Evolution of Physical Parameters
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Selection of z>7 Galaxies: Need NIR Imaging
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z>=7 galaxies can only be seen at NIR wavelengths

Lyman Break Galaxy Selection: based on IGM absorption
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NIR with WFC3 on HST

 6.5x larger field-of-view than previous NIR camera 
(NICMOS)

 3-4x more sensitive than before
 2x higher spatial resolution

➡ ~40x more efficient to explore the high-redshift universe
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0.25 arcmin

J110  NICMOS HUDF

72 orbits
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0.25 arcmin

J125  WFC3/IR HUDF

34 orbits
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Progress on z>6.5 Samples with WFC3/IR 

NICMOS: 12 galaxies (10 years of observations)

WFC3/IR: 20 galaxies (1st weeks of observations)

WFC3/IR: >200 galaxies (3 years of data)

(1st yr)
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WFC3/IR Data around GOODS-South 

 CDFS is perfect dataset for z>7 
galaxy search

 Large amount of public optical 
(ACS) and NIR (WFC3) data
 HUDF12 & XDF
 ERS
 CANDELS (Deep & Wide)

 Total of ~160 arcmin2

 Reach to 27.5 - 29.8 AB mag
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z~7 LBG Candidates in HUDF09+ERS Data
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servations over these two fields are given in Table 1 and
reach to !29 AB mag (5!).

2.2. WFC3/IR ERS Observations

The WFC3/IR ERS observations cover !40 arcmin2 in
the upper region of the CDF South GOODS field (Wind-
horst et al. 2011). These observations include 10 sepa-
rate !4.7 arcmin2 WFC3/IR pointings (see Figure 1).
2 orbits of near-IR data are obtained in the F098M,
F125W, and F160W bands, for a total of 6 orbits per
field (60 orbits in total). These near-IR observations are
reduced in a very similar way to the procedure used for
the WFC3/IR observations from our HUDF09 program
(Oesch et al. 2010a; Bouwens et al. 2010b). To keep
the size of the drizzled WFC3/IR frames manageable,
we split the output mosaic into 8 discrete pieces – corre-
sponding to di!erent segments in the ACS GOODS mo-
saic (i.e., S14, S24, S25, S34, S35, S43, S44, S45).9 For
each segment, we first aligned the observations against
the ACS data binned on a 0.06!!-pixel scale and then
drizzled the data onto that frame. For the ACS data, we
made use of our own reductions (Bouwens et al. 2006;
Bouwens et al. 2007) of the deep GOODS ACS/WFC
data over the GOODS fields (Giavalisco et al. 2004).
These reductions are similar to the GOODS v2.0 reduc-
tions, but reach !0.1-0.3 mag deeper in the z850-band
due to our inclusion of the SNe follow-up data (e.g.,
Riess et al. 2007). Our reduced WFC3/IR data reach to
27.9, 28.4, and 28.0 in the Y098, J125 and H160 bands, re-
spectively (5!: 0.35!! apertures). The ACS observations
reach to 28.2, 28.5, 28.0, and 28.0 in the B435, V606, i775,
z850, respectively (5!: 0.35!! apertures). The FWHMs of
the PSFs are !0.16!! for the WFC3/IR data and !0.10!!

for the ACS/WFC data.

3. LYMAN BREAK SELECTION

In this section, we describe our procedure for select-
ing star-forming galaxies at z ! 7 and z ! 8 using the
observational data (§2). We begin by detailing our tech-
nique for constructing source catalogs (§3.1). We then
describe our procedure for selecting galaxies at z ! 7
and z ! 8 using Lyman-Break Galaxy selection criteria
in the HUDF09 (§3.2) and ERS (§3.4) fields. In §3.5, we
discuss possible sources of contamination and attempt
to quantify their importance, and in §3.6, we provide a
brief summary of our final samples of z ! 7 and z ! 8
galaxies.

3.1. Catalog Construction

We generate separate catalogs for each of our Lyman
Break selections, to obtain more optimal photometry for
each selection. This is done through the use of square
root of "2 detection images (Szalay et al. 1999: similar
to a coadded inverse noise-weighted image) constructed
from only those bands that are expected to have flux for
a given Lyman Break selection. Specifically, this image is
constructed from the Y105, J125 andH160 band images for
our z ! 7 HUDF09 z850-dropout selection, the J125 and
H160 band images for our z ! 8 HUDF09 Y105-dropout

9 The configuration of these segments within
the CDF-South GOODS mosaic is illustrated in
http://archive.stsci.edu/pub/hlsp/goods/v1/h cdfs v1.0sects plt.jpg.

Fig. 2.— (left) z850 ! Y105 vs. Y105 ! J125 two-color diagram
we use to identify z " 7 z850-dropouts over the three ultra-deep
WFC3/IR HUDF09 fields (14 arcmin2). The z ! Y /Y ! J colors
required for our z850-dropout selection is indicated by the gray re-
gion. z850-dropout candidates identified in the HUDF09, HUDF09-
1, and HUDF09-2 fields are shown with the blue solid circles, blue
open squares, and blue solid squares, respectively. The error bars
and lower limits are 1!. The blue lines show the expected colors of
star-forming galaxies with UV -continuum slopes " of !3 and !2
while the red lines show the expected colors of low-redshift con-
taminants. The colors of low-mass L,T dwarf stars (e.g., Knapp
et al. 2004) are indicated by the green squares. In addition to
the presented two-color Lyman-Break selection, we also enforce a
very strict optical non-detection criterion involving a #2

opt quantity
(§3.3; Appendix D). Through extensive simulations, we have found
that a two-color LBG selection combined with strong constraints
on the optical flux allow for the robust selection of star-forming
galaxies at z " 7.

selection, and from the J125 and H160 band images for
our ERS z850 and Y098-dropout selections; the square
root of "2 image therefore includes all deep WFC3/IR
observations redward of the break.
Object detection and photometry is performed using

the SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) software run in
dual image mode. Object detection is performed o! the
square root of "2 image. Colors are measured in small
scalable apertures (MAG AUTO) defined using a Kron
(1980) factor of 1.2 (where the Kron radius is established
from the square root of "2 image). All of our imag-
ing data (optical/ACS and near-IR/WFC3) are PSF-
matched to the WFC3/IR F160W imaging data before
making these color measurements. Fluxes in these small
scalable aperture are then corrected to total magnitudes
in two steps. First a correction is made for the additional
flux in a larger scalable aperture (with Kron factor of
2.5). Then a correction is made for the light outside this
larger scalable aperture (a 0.7!!-diameter aperture is typ-
ical) and on the wings of the PSF. The latter correction
(typically 0.2 mag) is made based upon the encircled en-
ergy measured outside this aperture (for stars).10 The
typical size of the total correction (including both steps)

10 See http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3/documents/handbooks/
currentIHB/c07 ir07.html.

 Select galaxies in color-color 
diagram

 Require non-detection in any 
optical band

 over HUDF09+ERS fields: 73 
candidates, zavg=6.8 (Bouwens et al. 2011)

 Expect only small fractions of 
contamination
 Supernovae
 Cool Galactic stars
 Photometric scatter

M-T dwarfs
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z~7 LBGs in HUDF

Galaxies at z~7 are extremely compact, 
but resolved with WFC3/IR

PSFOesch et al. 2010b
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small due to our strict optical non-detection criteria (see
next section and discussion in section 3.5).
This is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2, where

we show the expected !2
opt values (defined in the next

section) as a function of J125 " H160 color for di!erent
galaxy types. Most intermediate redshift galaxies are ex-
pected to be well detected in the optical data, resulting in
log!2

opt > 1. Only completely quiescent galaxies would
lie close to our selection box. The figure also includes
the measured values of the CANDELS z ! 8 candidates
(see section 3.4). The sizes of the symbols represent their
Y105"J125 colors. Our selection includes only two galax-
ies with relatively blue Y105 " J125 colors with positive
!2
opt values between 1 and 3. These would have the high-

est probability of being lower redshift contaminants.
As a further step against interlopers, we check

each candidate for bright detections in the Spitzer
IRAC 3.6µm images available over GOODS-South (e.g.
Dickinson et al. 2003). This has proven to be a very
e!ective test for removing dusty contaminants in very
high-z galaxy searches in which only limited information
on the UV-continuum slope of galaxies is available (see
e.g. Oesch et al. 2011). Young, star-forming galaxies at
z > 7 with small amounts of dust reddening are expected
to show colors H160 " [3.6] ! 1 (see also Gonzalez et al.
2011). Any galaxy with significantly redder colors is
therefore likely to be a lower redshift contaminant.
Indeed, in constructing our sample, we identified one

bright (H160,AB = 24.3 mag) edge-on spiral galaxy,
which satisfied our WFC3/IR color and optical non-
detection criteria. However, this source is extremely lu-
minous in the IRAC data, with H160 " [3.6] = 2.3, and
is also clearly detected even in the [8.0] band, as ex-
pected for a heavily dust obscured source at intermedi-
ate redshift. We therefore removed it from the potential
z ! 8 galaxy sample (see the appendix for the position
of this source and its colors, since it is representative
of low-redshift sources whose color makes them hard-to-
remove contaminants in optical/near-IR color or SED
searches). All other sources where we could measure
IRAC fluxes (i.e. which were not completely blended
with bright foreground sources) were consistent with the
limit H160 " [3.6] < 1.

3.3. Optical Non-detections Using !2
opt

As indicated above, one of the main challenges in se-
lecting robust LBGs is to remove intermediate redshift
contaminants. Given the high e"ciency of WFC3/IR the
available ancillary optical data in most of the WFC3/IR
search fields is not appreciably deeper than the new IR
data (see e.g. Table 1). Thus at the faintest magnitudes
even a 2"-nondetection criterion, which is the standard
that is used in LBG selections, is not su"ciently e!ective
to eliminate faint, dusty interlopers.
In previous papers (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2011c), we have

developed an e"cient method for eliminating low-z con-
taminants by making full use of all the information in the
optical data. In particular, for each galaxy we compute
an optical !2

opt value from its aperture flux measurements
of all optical bands as

!2
opt =

!
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Fig. 3.— The optical !2 non-detection criterion in the CAN-
DELS Deep data. The histograms show the di!erent distribution
functions for empty sky positions (gray filled), as well as what is
expected for contaminants based on our simulations. True z ! 8
sources will have a distribution like the gray empty sky distribu-
tion. The orange distribution is based on simulations using galaxies
from the HUDF09 to which we applied Gaussian flux scatter ap-
propriate to our ! 2 mag shallower CANDELS data. The dark red
histogram corresponds to simulations using brighter galaxies in the
CANDELS field itself, which are dimmed and have the appropri-
ate flux scatter applied. The distributions from the two simulations
are very similar. The dark red filled histogram represents the frac-
tion of all contaminants that satisfy the color and non-detection
criteria, but which lie below the adopted !2

opt limit of 3.0 (see
text), and which would be confused with real z ! 8 objects. With
this cut we are able to reduce the contamination rate by a factor
! 3-4 (the ratio of the dark red area to the total). The residual
contamination in our fields is expected to be about 1 source in the
CANDELS Deep data and < 0.1 in CANDELS Wide giving a total
contamination rate of about 10%.

where i runs over B435 V606 i775 and z850.
For real high-redshift candidates the !2

opt distribution
is expected to be centered around zero, while for contam-
inants the distribution is skewed toward positive values.
Therefore, by removing galaxies with values above some
limiting value !2

lim it is possible to significantly reduce
the number of contaminants in LBG samples.
The adopted limiting value is derived from two di!er-

ent sets of simulations. The results are shown in Figure
3 where we compare the observed !2

opt to those from our
simulations to establish the limiting value.
The first simulation is based on the HUDF09 data,

where the available optical and WFC3/IR data are !
1.5" 2 mag deeper than in the fields studied here. At a
given H160,AB magnitude, this allows us to check what
fraction of sources would contaminate our sample, if they
were observed at the shallower depth of our data. We use
a Monte-Carlo simulation in which we apply Gaussian
scatter to the fluxes of the HUDF09 sources scaled to
the depth of the CANDELS Deep and Wide data. We
then compute the !2

opt values for all sources which did not
satisfy our selection criteria in the ultra-deep data, but
which would have been selected and would have passed
the optical 2" non-detection criterion. The distribution
of !2

opt values of these contaminants is shown in Figure
3 as an orange histogram.
For the second simulation, we use brighter sources di-

rectly from the CANDELS fields which are dimmed to
fainter magnitudes. Thanks to the wider area relative to
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small due to our strict optical non-detection criteria (see
next section and discussion in section 3.5).
This is illustrated in the right panel of Figure 2, where

we show the expected !2
opt values (defined in the next

section) as a function of J125 " H160 color for di!erent
galaxy types. Most intermediate redshift galaxies are ex-
pected to be well detected in the optical data, resulting in
log!2

opt > 1. Only completely quiescent galaxies would
lie close to our selection box. The figure also includes
the measured values of the CANDELS z ! 8 candidates
(see section 3.4). The sizes of the symbols represent their
Y105"J125 colors. Our selection includes only two galax-
ies with relatively blue Y105 " J125 colors with positive
!2
opt values between 1 and 3. These would have the high-

est probability of being lower redshift contaminants.
As a further step against interlopers, we check

each candidate for bright detections in the Spitzer
IRAC 3.6µm images available over GOODS-South (e.g.
Dickinson et al. 2003). This has proven to be a very
e!ective test for removing dusty contaminants in very
high-z galaxy searches in which only limited information
on the UV-continuum slope of galaxies is available (see
e.g. Oesch et al. 2011). Young, star-forming galaxies at
z > 7 with small amounts of dust reddening are expected
to show colors H160 " [3.6] ! 1 (see also Gonzalez et al.
2011). Any galaxy with significantly redder colors is
therefore likely to be a lower redshift contaminant.
Indeed, in constructing our sample, we identified one

bright (H160,AB = 24.3 mag) edge-on spiral galaxy,
which satisfied our WFC3/IR color and optical non-
detection criteria. However, this source is extremely lu-
minous in the IRAC data, with H160 " [3.6] = 2.3, and
is also clearly detected even in the [8.0] band, as ex-
pected for a heavily dust obscured source at intermedi-
ate redshift. We therefore removed it from the potential
z ! 8 galaxy sample (see the appendix for the position
of this source and its colors, since it is representative
of low-redshift sources whose color makes them hard-to-
remove contaminants in optical/near-IR color or SED
searches). All other sources where we could measure
IRAC fluxes (i.e. which were not completely blended
with bright foreground sources) were consistent with the
limit H160 " [3.6] < 1.

3.3. Optical Non-detections Using !2
opt

As indicated above, one of the main challenges in se-
lecting robust LBGs is to remove intermediate redshift
contaminants. Given the high e"ciency of WFC3/IR the
available ancillary optical data in most of the WFC3/IR
search fields is not appreciably deeper than the new IR
data (see e.g. Table 1). Thus at the faintest magnitudes
even a 2"-nondetection criterion, which is the standard
that is used in LBG selections, is not su"ciently e!ective
to eliminate faint, dusty interlopers.
In previous papers (e.g. Bouwens et al. 2011c), we have

developed an e"cient method for eliminating low-z con-
taminants by making full use of all the information in the
optical data. In particular, for each galaxy we compute
an optical !2

opt value from its aperture flux measurements
of all optical bands as
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opt =
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Fig. 3.— The optical !2 non-detection criterion in the CAN-
DELS Deep data. The histograms show the di!erent distribution
functions for empty sky positions (gray filled), as well as what is
expected for contaminants based on our simulations. True z ! 8
sources will have a distribution like the gray empty sky distribu-
tion. The orange distribution is based on simulations using galaxies
from the HUDF09 to which we applied Gaussian flux scatter ap-
propriate to our ! 2 mag shallower CANDELS data. The dark red
histogram corresponds to simulations using brighter galaxies in the
CANDELS field itself, which are dimmed and have the appropri-
ate flux scatter applied. The distributions from the two simulations
are very similar. The dark red filled histogram represents the frac-
tion of all contaminants that satisfy the color and non-detection
criteria, but which lie below the adopted !2

opt limit of 3.0 (see
text), and which would be confused with real z ! 8 objects. With
this cut we are able to reduce the contamination rate by a factor
! 3-4 (the ratio of the dark red area to the total). The residual
contamination in our fields is expected to be about 1 source in the
CANDELS Deep data and < 0.1 in CANDELS Wide giving a total
contamination rate of about 10%.

where i runs over B435 V606 i775 and z850.
For real high-redshift candidates the !2

opt distribution
is expected to be centered around zero, while for contam-
inants the distribution is skewed toward positive values.
Therefore, by removing galaxies with values above some
limiting value !2

lim it is possible to significantly reduce
the number of contaminants in LBG samples.
The adopted limiting value is derived from two di!er-

ent sets of simulations. The results are shown in Figure
3 where we compare the observed !2

opt to those from our
simulations to establish the limiting value.
The first simulation is based on the HUDF09 data,

where the available optical and WFC3/IR data are !
1.5" 2 mag deeper than in the fields studied here. At a
given H160,AB magnitude, this allows us to check what
fraction of sources would contaminate our sample, if they
were observed at the shallower depth of our data. We use
a Monte-Carlo simulation in which we apply Gaussian
scatter to the fluxes of the HUDF09 sources scaled to
the depth of the CANDELS Deep and Wide data. We
then compute the !2

opt values for all sources which did not
satisfy our selection criteria in the ultra-deep data, but
which would have been selected and would have passed
the optical 2" non-detection criterion. The distribution
of !2

opt values of these contaminants is shown in Figure
3 as an orange histogram.
For the second simulation, we use brighter sources di-

rectly from the CANDELS fields which are dimmed to
fainter magnitudes. Thanks to the wider area relative to

Empty sky, i.e. real 
high-z sources

Simulated contaminants with 
<2σ in all optical bands 

➡ Reduction of contamination by factor ~3-4x

Minimizing Contamination: 
Extended LBG Selection

 Most problematic source of contamination: 
photometric scatter of faint, low-z galaxies

 These are expected to show flux in optical 
images: typically use <2σ criterion

 Make full use of all information in optical 
data to minimize contamination further:

z~8 LBG
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Galaxy Build-up in Epoch of Reionization 
Based on the UV Luminosity Function

WFC3/IR probes rest-frame UV,
after dust-correction this is proportional to SFR
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Evolution of the LBG LF at z~4-6

15

effective volume kernels Vm; k , and transfer functions Tm;l on
0.5 mag intervals (see x A2). We compute the surface densities
from the model LFs in the same way as for the STY79 approach,
using equation (A4) from x A2. The likelihoods are computed us-
ing equation (A5). Errors on each of the parameters!k are derived
using the second derivatives of the likelihood L . We normalize
our stepwise LFs !(M ) by requiring them to match the total num-
ber of dropouts over all of our search fields. Our stepwise determi-
nations are tabulated in Table 5 and also included in the bottom
panel of Figure 4. All LFs are Schechter-like in overall shape, as
one can see by comparing the stepwise determinationswith the in-
dependently derived Schechter fits (dashed lines).

3.3. Robustness of Schechter Parameter Determinations

It seems legitimate to ask how robust the Schechter parameters
are that we derived in x 3.1 using the STY79method. There are a
number of different approaches to treating large-scale structure
uncertainties, for example, and we could have easily adopted a
different approach (i.e., matching up the counts from each of our
surveys and then deriving the LFs through a direct approach as
we did in B06). By the same token, we also could have chosen to
derive the LFs using a different set of SED templates, different
assumptions regarding the Ly" equivalent widths, different opac-
ity models for absorption from neutral hydrogen clouds, or even
different dropout criteria. To ensure that our LF determinations
were not unreasonably affected by these choices, we repeated the
present determinations of the LF at z ! 4,!5, and!6 adopting a
wide variety of different approaches.A detailed description of each
of these determinations is provided in Appendix B. The corre-
sponding Schechter parameters are summarized in Table 6. In
general, these other determinations are in reasonable agreement
with our fiducial STY79 determinations, although it is clear that
there are a few variables that can have a small ("20%) effect on
the derived parameters.

The following are our most significant findings: (1) We found
less evolution in the value of M # from z ! 6 to!4 when making
the measurement at a bluer rest-frame wavelength (i.e.,!13508)
than we did when making this measurement at!16008. This is
likely the result of the fact that L# galaxies at z ! 4 (Ouchi et al.
2004) are much redder than they are at z ! 5Y6 (Lehnert &
Bremer 2003; Stanway et al. 2005; B06). (2) The inclusion of
Ly" emission lines in the SEDs of the model star-forming
galaxies (assuming that 33% of the sources have rest-frame

Fig. 3.—Best-fit Schechter parameters and likelihood contours for the z ! 4 (blue contours), z ! 5 (green contours), and z ! 6 (red contours) UV (!16008) LFs using
the STY79 method (see x 3.1). Shown are the 68% and 95% likelihood contours for different Schechter parameter combinations. Although our z ! 6 LF nominally re-
quires a k-correction to transform it from!1350 to!16008, the correction is negligible. Our best-fit parameters (and likelihood contours) for the z ! 6 LF are similar to those
in B06.

TABLE 5

Stepwise Determination of the Rest-Frame UV LF
at z ! 4, !5, and !6 Using the SWML

Method (x 3.2)

M1600;AB
a

!k

(Mpc$3 mag$1)

B-Dropouts (z ! 4)

$22.26 ................................... 0.00001 " 0.00001

$21.76 ................................... 0.00011 " 0.00002
$21.26 ................................... 0.00025 " 0.00003

$20.76 ................................... 0.00067 " 0.00004

$20.26 ................................... 0.00106 " 0.00006
$19.76 ................................... 0.00169 " 0.00008

$19.26 ................................... 0.00285 " 0.00012

$18.76 ................................... 0.00542 " 0.00055

$18.26 ................................... 0.00665 " 0.00067
$17.76 ................................... 0.01165 " 0.00123

$17.26 ................................... 0.01151 " 0.00148

$16.76 ................................... 0.02999 " 0.00375

$16.26 ................................... 0.02610 " 0.01259

V-Dropouts (z ! 5)

$21.66 ................................... 0.00003 " 0.00001
$21.16 ................................... 0.00012 " 0.00001

$20.66 ................................... 0.00031 " 0.00003

$20.16 ................................... 0.00062 " 0.00004

$19.66 ................................... 0.00113 " 0.00007
$19.16 ................................... 0.00179 " 0.00020

$18.66 ................................... 0.00203 " 0.00022

$18.16 ................................... 0.00506 " 0.00057
$17.66 ................................... 0.00530 " 0.00134

$17.16 ................................... 0.00782 " 0.00380

i-Dropouts (z ! 6)

$22.13 ................................... 0.00001 " 0.00001

$21.63 ................................... 0.00001 " 0.00001

$21.13 ................................... 0.00007 " 0.00002

$20.63 ................................... 0.00013 " 0.00004
$20.13 ................................... 0.00054 " 0.00012

$19.63 ................................... 0.00083 " 0.00018

$18.88 ................................... 0.00197 " 0.00041
$17.88 ................................... 0.00535 " 0.00117

a The LF is tabulated at 1350 8 at z ! 6.

UV LUMINOSITY FUNCTIONS AT z ! 4, 5, AND 6 935No. 2, 2007

equivalent widths of 50 8; see x B5) has a modest effect on the
selection volumes computed for our three dropout samples and
results in a modest decrease in !! at z " 4 (by 10%) but an in-
crease in !! at z " 5 and"6 (by"10%). (3) At z " 4, we found
that our LF fit results could be somewhat sensitive to the dis-
tribution of UV colors used, depending on the faint-end limit we
adopted in our analysis. As a result, we restricted ourselves to
galaxies brighter than 29 mag in our z " 4 LF fits above to
improve the overall robustness of the fit results. (4) We found that
the Schechter parameters for our high-redshift LFs only show a
slight (P10%) dependence on the model we adopted for the opac-
ity coming from neutral hydrogen clouds. (5) If we allow for
evolution inM! across the redshift window of each sample (by
0.35 mag per unit redshift as we find in our fiducial STY79 de-
terminations), we recovered a slightly fainter value of M! (by
"0.06 mag), a higher value of !! (by "10%), and a shallower
faint-end slope " (by "0.02) for all three LFs. (6) In each and
every analysis we considered, we found a significant ("0.5-
0.9 mag) brightening of M ! from z " 6 to "4, suggesting that
this evolutionary finding is really robust. We also consistently
recovered a very steep (" P#1:7) faint-end slope. We would
consider both of these conclusions to be quite solid.

Of all the issues considered in this section, the only issue that
would clearly bias our LF determinations and for which we can
accurately make a correction is the issue of evolution across the
redshift selection windows of our dropout samples. Since this
issue only has a minimal effect on the LF fit results (i.e.,!M "
0:06mag,!!!/!! " 0:1,!" " 0:03) and an even smaller effect
on integrated quantities like the luminosity density, we do not re-
peat much of the analysis done thus far to include it. Instead, we
simply adopt the results of the STY79 approach including this
evolution inM! with redshift (Table 6; see x B8) hereafter as our
preferred determinations of the Schechter parameters at z " 4,
"5, and "6 (see Table 7).

3.4. Faint-End Slope

It is worthwhile to spend a little time reemphasizing how ro-
bust the current determination of a steep faint-end slope really is
and how readily this result can be derived from the data. In fact,
we could have determined the faint-end slope " at z " 4 simply
from our HUDF B-dropout selection alone. At a rudimentary
level, this can be seen from the number counts, which in our
HUDF B-dropout sample increase from surface densities of
3 sources arcmin#2 at i775;AB" 25:5 to 30 sources arcmin#2 at
i775;AB" 29, for a faint-end slope of "0:3 dex mag#1 " 0:7 (red
line in Fig. 5). Since the selection volume is largely independent
of magnitude over this range, one can essentially ‘‘read off ’’ the
faint-end slope from the number counts and find that it is steep,
roughly#1.7.Use of our LFmethodology on ourHUDF selections
permits a more rigorous determination and yields " $ #1:76 %
0:07 at z " 4. We should emphasize that these results are robust
and are not likely to be sensitive to concerns about large-scale
structure (the counts are drawn from a single field), small number
statistics (the HUDF containsk700 B-dropout sources), or con-
tamination (all known contaminants have shallower faint-end
slopes). Even the model selection volumes are not a concern for
our conclusion that the faint-end slope is steep since we can de-
rive this conclusion from simple fits to the number counts (i.e., the
red line in Fig. 5) as argued above and the inclusion of realistic
selection volumes (which decrease toward fainter magnitudes)
would only cause the inferred faint-end slope to be steeper. Sim-
ilarly steep slopes are obtained from independent fits to the
B-dropouts in our other fields (HUDF-Ps and both GOODS
fields) and our other dropout selections, suggesting that a steep
(roughly#1.7) faint-end slope is really a generic feature of high-
redshift LFs (see also Beckwith et al. 2006; Yoshida et al. 2006;
Oesch et al. 2007).

3.5. Luminosity/SFR Densities

Having derived the rest-frame UV LF at z " 4, "5, and "6,
we can move on to establish the luminosity densities at these
epochs. The luminosity densities are of great interest because of
their close link to the SFR densities. But, unlike the SFR densities
inferred from luminosity density measurements, the luminosity
densities aremuchmore directly relatable to the observations them-
selves, requiring fewer assumptions. As such, they can be more
useful when it comes to comparisons between different determi-
nations in the literature, particularly when these determinations
are made at the same redshift.
It is common in determinations of the luminosity density to

integrate the LF to the observed faint-end limit. Here we consider
two faint-end limits: 0:04L!z$3 (to match the limits reached by our
LF at z " 6) and 0:3L!z$3 (to match the limits reached at z " 7Y10;
Bouwens et al. 2004c, 2005; Bouwens & Illingworth 2006). For
convenience, we have compiled the calculated luminosity den-
sities for our z " 4 and "5 UV LFs in Table 8. We have also

Fig. 4.—Top: Rest-frame UV ("1600 8) LFs at z " 4 (blue), z " 5 (green),
and z " 6 (red ), shown in terms of their best-fit Schechter functions (solid lines),
whichwere derived fromfits to the number counts using the STY79method (x 3.1).
Although nominally our z " 6 LF requires a k-correction to transform it from
"1350 to"16008, the blue rest-frameUV slopes of z " 6 galaxies (e.g., Stanway
et al. 2005; Yan et al. 2005; B06) mean that the correction is negligible. Bottom: In-
dependent determinations of the LFs at z " 4, "5, and "6 using the SWML
method (x 3.2) shownwith blue, green, and red filled circles, respectively (1 # er-
rors). The rest-frame UV LF shows a rapid buildup in the number of luminous
galaxies from z " 6 to "4. On the other hand, the number of lower luminosity
systems (M1600;AB > #19:5 mag) shows much less evolution over this interval.
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TABLE 5
Determinations of the best-fit Schechter Parameters for
the rest-frame UV LFs at z ! 7 and z ! 8 and at z!4, 5, 6

from Bouwens et al. (2007).

Dropout !! (10"3

Sample Redshift M!
UV

a Mpc"3) "

z 6.8 "20.14 ± 0.26 0.86+0.70
"0.39 "2.01 ± 0.21

Y b 8.0 "20.10 ± 0.52 0.59+1.01
"0.37 "1.91 ± 0.32

—————————————————————–
B 3.8 "20.98 ± 0.10 1.3± 0.2 "1.73 ± 0.05
V 5.0 "20.64 ± 0.13 1.0± 0.3 "1.66 ± 0.09
i 5.9 "20.24 ± 0.19 1.4+0.6

"0.4 "1.74 ± 0.16

a Values of M!
UV are at 1600 Å for the Bouwens et al. (2007) z ! 4,

z ! 5, and z ! 7 LFs, at ! 1350 Å for the Bouwens et al. (2007)
z ! 6 LF, and at ! 1750 Å for our constraints on the z ! 8
LF. Since z!6-8 galaxies are blue (# ! "2: Stanway et al. 2005;
Bouwens et al. 2006, 2009, 2010a), we expect the value of M!

UV to

be very similar (! 0.1 mag) at 1600 Å to its value quoted here.
b The derived Schechter parameters depend significantly on
whether we include or exclude the two brightest (!26 AB mag)
z ! 8 galaxies in the HUDF09-2 field. If we exclude the two bright-
est galaxies (assuming they represent a rare overdensity), we derive
a significantly fainter characteristic luminosity M! and larger nor-
malization !!: M! = "19.54± 0.56, !! = 1.5+2.9

"1.0 # 10"3 Mpc"3,
" = "1.67± 0.40.

shape of the LF. To provide a normalization for the LF,
we require that the total number of z ! 7-8 galaxies
we predict from Eq. 4 in our search fields matches those
we actually find (after correcting for contamination: see
Table 9 and Appendix B for details on how the precise
corrections depend on search field and the luminosity of
the sources).
By applying the above maximum likelihood procedure

to our ERS, HUDF09, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2 z ! 7
samples, we derive the stepwise LF at z ! 7. The result-
ing LF is presented in Table 3 and Figure 8 (red circles).
The z ! 7 LFs inferred from our z ! 7 ERS samples
alone are shown separately (black squares) to demon-
strate the consistency of our derived LFs in both the
wide-area and ultra-deep data. Also included in Figure 8
are the LF determinations at z ! 7 from two wide-area
searches (Ouchi et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2010c: see
Table 4). These searches are important in establishing
the shape of the LF at very high luminosities (! "21 AB
mag).

5.2. z ! 7 LF: Representation with a Schechter
Parameterization

In the present section, we consider representations
of the z ! 7 LF with a Schechter parameterization

(!!(ln(10)/2.5)10"0.4(M"M!)!e"10"0.4(M"M!)
). This pa-

rameterization features an exponential cut-o! at high
luminosities and a power-law shape at fainter luminosi-
ties. Such a parametrization has been almost universal in
characterizing the shape of the galaxy LF since it works
so well. From the results of the previous section (e.g.,
Figure 8), it also appears to be relevant in describing the
LF of z ! 7 galaxies.
As with our stepwise LF determinations, we use a max-

imum likelihood approach that considers only the shape
of the LF in deriving the best-fit Schechter parameters.
The approach is analogous to that developed by Sandage
et al. (1979), but is formulated in terms of the apparent

Fig. 8.— (upper) Rest-frame UV LF determination at z ! 7
determined from the present WFC3/IR z ! 7 samples (§5.1). The
red circles, red downward arrow, and red line show our stepwise LF
determination, the 1$ upper limit we have on the bright end of the
LF from our WFC3/IR z ! 7 searches, and best-fit Schechter LF,
respectively. Also included in the upper panel are the LFs derived
from a wide-area Subaru Suprime-Cam search (Ouchi et al. 2009),
a wide-area NICMOS+ISAAC+MOIRCS search (Bouwens et al.
2010c: see also Mannucci et al. 2007; Stanway et al. 2008; Henry
et al. 2009), and a wide-area HAWK-I search (Castellano et al.
2010b). The black squares show the z ! 7 LF constraints from
the wide-area ERS observations. These match up well with the LF
constraints obtained from the deeper HUDF09 observations. The
dotted red lines show the approximate asymptotic behavior (linear
fit) of the z ! 7 LF at the bright and faint ends. Together they
illustrate the existence of a likely break in the LF at "20 AB mag.
(lower) 68% and 95% confidence intervals on the characteristic
luminosity M! and faint-end slope " from our WFC3/IR samples
(dotted black lines: §5.2). Stronger constraints on M! and " can
be obtained by incorporating wide-area z ! 7 search results (solid
red lines).

magnitude distribution (see §3.1 of Bouwens et al. 2007).
The approach has the important advantage that it is al-
most entirely insensitive to large-scale structure e!ects
(see Appendix C of Bouwens et al. 2007).
To perform this likelihood analysis, we start with var-

ious Schechter parameter combinations, calculate the
equivalent stepwise LF !k’s (adopting 0.1 mag bins), and
then make use of Eq. 2 and 4. This technique allows us to
set constraints on the characteristic luminosity M! and

HST (HUDF09+ERS): well-sampled faint end
Extremely steep slope: α ~ -2

Bouwens+11c
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Figure 8. Upper: rest-frame UV LF determination at z ! 7 determined from the
present WFC3/IR z ! 7 samples (Section 5.1). The red circles, red downward
arrow, and red line show our stepwise LF determination, the 1! upper limit
we have on the bright end of the LF from our WFC3/IR z ! 7 searches, and
best-fit Schechter LF, respectively. Also included in the upper panel are the LFs
derived from a wide-area Subaru Suprime-Cam search (Ouchi et al. 2009), a
wide-area NICMOS+ISAAC+MOIRCS search (Bouwens et al. 2010c: see also
Mannucci et al. 2007; Stanway et al. 2008; Henry et al. 2009), and a wide-area
HAWK-I search (Castellano et al. 2010b). The black squares show the z ! 7
LF constraints from the wide-area ERS observations. These match up well with
the LF constraints obtained from the deeper HUDF09 observations. The dotted
red lines show the approximate asymptotic behavior (linear fit) of the z ! 7
LF at the bright and faint ends. Together they illustrate the existence of a likely
break in the LF at "20 AB mag. Lower: 68% and 95% confidence intervals
on the characteristic luminosity M# and faint-end slope " from our WFC3/IR
samples (dotted black lines: Section 5.2). Stronger constraints on M# and " can
be obtained by incorporating wide-area z ! 7 search results (solid red lines).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

Appendix B for details on how the precise corrections depend
on search field and the luminosity of the sources).

By applying the above maximum likelihood procedure to our
ERS, HUDF09, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2 z ! 7 samples, we
derive the stepwise LF at z ! 7. The resulting LF is presented
in Table 3 and Figure 8 (red circles). The z ! 7 LFs inferred
from our z ! 7 ERS samples alone are shown separately (black
squares) to demonstrate the consistency of our derived LFs in
both the wide-area and ultra-deep data. Also included in Figure 8
are the LF determinations at z ! 7 from two wide-area searches
(Ouchi et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2010c; see Table 4). These
searches are important in establishing the shape of the LF at
very high luminosities (!"21 AB mag).

5.2. z ! 7 LF: Representation with a Schechter
Parameterization

In the present section, we consider representations
of the z ! 7 LF with a Schechter parameterization
(##(ln(10)/2.5)10"0.4(M"M#)"e"10"0.4(M"M# )

). This parameteriza-

Table 3
Stepwise Constraints on the Rest-frame UV LF at z ! 7 and z ! 8

(Sections 5.1 and 5.3)a

MUV,AB
c #k (Mpc"3 mag"1)

z dropouts (z ! 7)
"21.36 <0.00002b

"20.80 0.00016 ± 0.00009
"20.30 0.00015 ± 0.00009
"19.80 0.00050 ± 0.00021
"19.30 0.00104 ± 0.00035
"18.80 0.00234 ± 0.00068
"18.30 0.00340 ± 0.00096
"17.80 0.00676 ± 0.00207

Y dropouts (z ! 8)
"21.55 <0.00001b

"20.74 0.00011 ± 0.00007
"20.14 0.00025 ± 0.00012
"19.54 0.00039 ± 0.00017
"18.94 0.00103 ± 0.00035
"18.34 0.00156 ± 0.00072
"17.74 0.00452 ± 0.00207

Notes.
a These stepwise LFs are also shown in Figures 8 and 9.
b Upper limits here are 1! (68% confidence).
c The effective rest-frame wavelength is !1600 Å for our z ! 7
selection and !1760 Å for our z ! 8 selection.

tion features an exponential cutoff at high luminosities and a
power-law shape at fainter luminosities. Such a parameteriza-
tion has been almost universal in characterizing the shape of
the galaxy LF since it works so well. From the results of the
previous section (e.g., Figure 8), it also appears to be relevant
in describing the LF of z ! 7 galaxies.

As with our stepwise LF determinations, we use a maximum
likelihood approach that considers only the shape of the LF
in deriving the best-fit Schechter parameters. The approach
is analogous to that developed by Sandage et al. (1979), but
is formulated in terms of the apparent magnitude distribution
(see Section 3.1 of Bouwens et al. 2007). The approach has
the important advantage that it is almost entirely insensitive to
large-scale structure effects (see Appendix C of Bouwens et al.
2007).

To perform this likelihood analysis, we start with various
Schechter parameter combinations, calculate the equivalent
stepwise LF #k’s (adopting 0.1 mag bins), and then make use of
Equations (2) and (4). This technique allows us to set constraints
on the characteristic luminosity M# and faint-end slope ". The
lower panel of Figure 8 (dotted black lines) shows the 68% and
95% confidence intervals we are able to obtain on the z ! 7 LF.

Inspecting this lower panel, we see that there is a large degree
of freedom in the Schechter parameters M# and " allowed by
our search results. The principal reason for this latitude (which
occurs despite the large number of sources and large luminosity
range) lies in the almost featureless power-law shape exhibited
by the LF at z ! 7 (Figure 8, top panel). This restricts us
to characteristic luminosities M# brighter than ! " 19.7 and
approximate power-law slopes " of "2.0.

To obtain much tighter constraints on the Schechter param-
eters " and M#, we need to incorporate observations which
allow us to resolve more distinct features in the LF (e.g., the
expected break at brighter magnitudes that is not apparent in
our small-area HUDF09+ERS data sets). Such constraints can
be obtained by combining our WFC3/IR results with wide-area
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TABLE 5
Determinations of the best-fit Schechter Parameters for
the rest-frame UV LFs at z ! 7 and z ! 8 and at z!4, 5, 6

from Bouwens et al. (2007).

Dropout !! (10"3

Sample Redshift M!
UV

a Mpc"3) "

z 6.8 "20.14 ± 0.26 0.86+0.70
"0.39 "2.01 ± 0.21

Y b 8.0 "20.10 ± 0.52 0.59+1.01
"0.37 "1.91 ± 0.32

—————————————————————–
B 3.8 "20.98 ± 0.10 1.3± 0.2 "1.73 ± 0.05
V 5.0 "20.64 ± 0.13 1.0± 0.3 "1.66 ± 0.09
i 5.9 "20.24 ± 0.19 1.4+0.6

"0.4 "1.74 ± 0.16

a Values of M!
UV are at 1600 Å for the Bouwens et al. (2007) z ! 4,

z ! 5, and z ! 7 LFs, at ! 1350 Å for the Bouwens et al. (2007)
z ! 6 LF, and at ! 1750 Å for our constraints on the z ! 8
LF. Since z!6-8 galaxies are blue (# ! "2: Stanway et al. 2005;
Bouwens et al. 2006, 2009, 2010a), we expect the value of M!

UV to

be very similar (! 0.1 mag) at 1600 Å to its value quoted here.
b The derived Schechter parameters depend significantly on
whether we include or exclude the two brightest (!26 AB mag)
z ! 8 galaxies in the HUDF09-2 field. If we exclude the two bright-
est galaxies (assuming they represent a rare overdensity), we derive
a significantly fainter characteristic luminosity M! and larger nor-
malization !!: M! = "19.54± 0.56, !! = 1.5+2.9

"1.0 # 10"3 Mpc"3,
" = "1.67± 0.40.

shape of the LF. To provide a normalization for the LF,
we require that the total number of z ! 7-8 galaxies
we predict from Eq. 4 in our search fields matches those
we actually find (after correcting for contamination: see
Table 9 and Appendix B for details on how the precise
corrections depend on search field and the luminosity of
the sources).
By applying the above maximum likelihood procedure

to our ERS, HUDF09, HUDF09-1, and HUDF09-2 z ! 7
samples, we derive the stepwise LF at z ! 7. The result-
ing LF is presented in Table 3 and Figure 8 (red circles).
The z ! 7 LFs inferred from our z ! 7 ERS samples
alone are shown separately (black squares) to demon-
strate the consistency of our derived LFs in both the
wide-area and ultra-deep data. Also included in Figure 8
are the LF determinations at z ! 7 from two wide-area
searches (Ouchi et al. 2009; Bouwens et al. 2010c: see
Table 4). These searches are important in establishing
the shape of the LF at very high luminosities (! "21 AB
mag).

5.2. z ! 7 LF: Representation with a Schechter
Parameterization

In the present section, we consider representations
of the z ! 7 LF with a Schechter parameterization

(!!(ln(10)/2.5)10"0.4(M"M!)!e"10"0.4(M"M!)
). This pa-

rameterization features an exponential cut-o! at high
luminosities and a power-law shape at fainter luminosi-
ties. Such a parametrization has been almost universal in
characterizing the shape of the galaxy LF since it works
so well. From the results of the previous section (e.g.,
Figure 8), it also appears to be relevant in describing the
LF of z ! 7 galaxies.
As with our stepwise LF determinations, we use a max-

imum likelihood approach that considers only the shape
of the LF in deriving the best-fit Schechter parameters.
The approach is analogous to that developed by Sandage
et al. (1979), but is formulated in terms of the apparent

Fig. 8.— (upper) Rest-frame UV LF determination at z ! 7
determined from the present WFC3/IR z ! 7 samples (§5.1). The
red circles, red downward arrow, and red line show our stepwise LF
determination, the 1$ upper limit we have on the bright end of the
LF from our WFC3/IR z ! 7 searches, and best-fit Schechter LF,
respectively. Also included in the upper panel are the LFs derived
from a wide-area Subaru Suprime-Cam search (Ouchi et al. 2009),
a wide-area NICMOS+ISAAC+MOIRCS search (Bouwens et al.
2010c: see also Mannucci et al. 2007; Stanway et al. 2008; Henry
et al. 2009), and a wide-area HAWK-I search (Castellano et al.
2010b). The black squares show the z ! 7 LF constraints from
the wide-area ERS observations. These match up well with the LF
constraints obtained from the deeper HUDF09 observations. The
dotted red lines show the approximate asymptotic behavior (linear
fit) of the z ! 7 LF at the bright and faint ends. Together they
illustrate the existence of a likely break in the LF at "20 AB mag.
(lower) 68% and 95% confidence intervals on the characteristic
luminosity M! and faint-end slope " from our WFC3/IR samples
(dotted black lines: §5.2). Stronger constraints on M! and " can
be obtained by incorporating wide-area z ! 7 search results (solid
red lines).

magnitude distribution (see §3.1 of Bouwens et al. 2007).
The approach has the important advantage that it is al-
most entirely insensitive to large-scale structure e!ects
(see Appendix C of Bouwens et al. 2007).
To perform this likelihood analysis, we start with var-

ious Schechter parameter combinations, calculate the
equivalent stepwise LF !k’s (adopting 0.1 mag bins), and
then make use of Eq. 2 and 4. This technique allows us to
set constraints on the characteristic luminosity M! and

Subaru data (Ouchi+09) extremely useful for bright end constraints

See also: e.g. Oesch+10, Bunker+10, Finkelstein+10, Yan+10, Wilkins+10/11, McLure+10, Schenker+13

Bouwens+11c

HUDF09+ERS only
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The UV Luminosity Function at z~8
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F105W data over GOODS-S allows for much improved constraints on bright end: 

combine data over all fields (75 candidates) to provide best possible LF measurement 

HUDF09+ERS
CANDELS

Ground-Based

Oesch et al. 2012b

HUDF09+ERS
CANDELS GOODS-S only

See also: e.g. McLure+13, Schenker+13, Lorenzoni+12, Yan+12, Bradley+12
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Build-up of UV LF from z~8 to z~4
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Very steep faint-end slope: -1.7 at z<7, with possible trend to steeper slopes at higher z

UV luminosity increases uniformly to lower redshift

Combination with pure parallel data (e.g. BORG), CANDELS GOODS-N, CLASH, and HUDF12 
will help reduce this (see Schenker+13, McLure+13). 

But deep ground-based surveys are needed for bright end.
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Exponential Cutoff at z~8?
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SPH simulations of Finlator et al. 

What regulates SF in bright galaxies at Tuniv ~ 600 Myr?
➡ Test with wide area data

Excess relative to observations?

Bradley et al. (2012)
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So Far: 

Galaxy build-up is remarkably smooth 
from z~8 down to z~4

?
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Pushing the High-Redshift Frontier with HST

 At z~8: neutral IGM starts affecting J125

 Can select z>9.5 galaxies as J-dropouts based on red J125-H160 colors
 Thanks to new F140W imaging from HUDF12: z~9 and z~11 selections

22
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  [µm]

B435 V606 i775 z850 Y105 J125 JH140 H160

z=9.5 LBG

 2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15
Ly  Redshift

0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2

 Very challenging:
 z>8 galaxies expected to be extremely faint 
 intermediate-z dusty galaxies can exhibit similar colors
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Intermediate-Redshift Contaminants
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 Over GOODS-South data, find 16 dusty/evolved sources at intermediate 
redshift (z~2-4), which all satisfy the z~10 HST selection criteria

 These are identified by strong Spitzer IRAC detections (H160-[3.6]>2)

ACS WFC3/IR IRAC 
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z~9 LBG Selections with HUDF12 Data
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Our HUDF12 z~9 LBG sample contains seven sources (H = 28.0 - 29.9 mag, <zphot> = 8.7)

z~9 Selection is based on a red color in (YJ)-JH and optical non-detection.
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HUDF12+HUDF09+GOODS-S z~10 Sample
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Probing the Dawn of Galaxies at z ! 9" 12 7

Figure 4. 3!!!3!!images of the z > 8 galaxy candidates. From left to right, the images show, a stack of all optical bands, Y105, JH140,
J125, H160, IRAC [3.6], and [4.5]. The stamps are sorted by dropout sample and H160 magnitude. The approximate photometric redshift
of each source is shown in the lower left corner of the optical stacked stamp (see also Table 5).

The z~10 selection can be applied to all the data around GOODS-S (J-H>1.2). 
We confirm one of our initial sources to be a high-quality z~10 candidate.Probing the Dawn of Galaxies at z ! 9" 12 7

Figure 4. 3!!!3!!images of the z > 8 galaxy candidates. From left to right, the images show, a stack of all optical bands, Y105, JH140,
J125, H160, IRAC [3.6], and [4.5]. The stamps are sorted by dropout sample and H160 magnitude. The approximate photometric redshift
of each source is shown in the lower left corner of the optical stacked stamp (see also Table 5).

“New” 
z~10 

source

The source is definitely real. It is detected at 
>3σ in several independent subsets of the 
data (H-Epoch1, H-Epoch3, and JH)
It is has S/H = 3.4 and 5.8 in JH140 and H160. 

It has HAB=29.6 mag and a photometric 
redshift of zphot = 9.8±0.6
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Our previous z~10 candidate in the HUDF
Bouwens et al. Nature, January 2011
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Nature of UDFj-39546284?
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Our previous 
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If this source was at z~11.8, its luminosity would be 
10-20x brighter than expected.
But: need extreme emission lines to explain a low-z 
solution (see possible example in Brammer+13)

Bouwens+13
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The z~9 and z~10 UV LF Constraints
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Three HUDF09/12 Fields:
z~10 limits are below extrapolation

First Constraints at z~9:

Number of sources is small in each 
bin, however, all determinations lie 
systematically below extrapolation 
of low-z trends.

z~10 Sample only contains one 
source: mostly only upper limits.
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Expectation from Smoothly Evolving LF to z>8
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If LF evolution was constant across z~4 to z~10, we would have seen 9 z~10 sources 
in our data. But, we find only 1. The chance of that happening is only 0.5%. 

Therefore, galaxy evolution at z>8 is accelerated.

1 source
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Accelerated Evolution is Expected from Models
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Probing the Dawn of Galaxies at z ! 9" 12 13

Table 3
Summary and Comparison of z ! 8.5 LF Determinations in the Literature

Reference Redshift log !! [Mpc"3mag"1] M!
UV [mag] "

This Work 11 !2.96 (fixed) > 18.3 (1#) !1.74 (fixed)
This Work 10 !2.96 (fixed) !18.3± 0.7 !1.74 (fixed)
This Work 9 !2.96 (fixed) !18.8± 0.3 !1.74 (fixed)

Bouwens et al. (2012a) 9.2 !3.96± 0.48 !20.04 (fixed) !2.06 (fixed)

11.
This UV LF constraints for both z ! 9 and z ! 10 are

shown in Figure 9. The expected UV LFs extrapolated
from the lower-redshift trends are shown as dashed lines.
Clearly, at both redshifts, the observed LF is significantly
below this extrapolation, as expected from our analysis of
the observed number of sources vs. the expected number
in the previous section.
The best-fit z ! 9 LF using only M# evolution is a fac-

tor 1.5 " 5$ below the extrapolated LF at MUV > "20
mag. At the bright end, the small area probed by the
single HUDF12/XDF field limits our LF constraints to
! 10!4 mag!1Mpc!3, which is clearly too small to be
meaningful at MUV < "20. Several fields will have to
be covered with deeper F140W imaging than currently
available to push the selection volumes to interesting lim-
its at z ! 9.
At z ! 10, the use of deeper data both on the HUDF

and on the GOODS-S field allows us to push our previous
constraints on the UV LF to fainter limits. Since we only
detect one galaxy candidate, however, our constraints
mainly consist of upper limits. Nevertheless, it is evident
that at all magnitudes MUV > "20 mag these upper
limits are consistently below the extrapolated UV LF,
up to a factor 4$ lower. This is clear evidence again for
accelerated evolution of the UV LF.

4.3. The UV Luminosity Density Evolution at z > 8

The evolution of the UV luminosity density (LD) at
z > 8 has received considerable attention in recent pa-
pers, triggered by our initial finding of a significant drop
in the LD from z ! 8 to z ! 10 (i.e., a rapid increase
in the LD within a short period of time). With the new
HUDF12/XDF data, it is now possible to refine this mea-
surement by adding a z ! 9 and a z ! 11 point, while
also allowing us to improve upon our previous measure-
ments at z ! 10.
The UV LDs inferred from our z > 8 galaxy samples

are shown in Figure 10. The measurements show the LD
derived by integrating the best-fit UV LF determined
in the previous section. The integration limit is set to
MUV = "17.7 mag, which is the current limit probed
by the HUDF12/XDF data. For comparison, we also
show the lower redshift LD measurements from Bouwens
et al. (2007, 2012b). These were computed in the same
manner, but were not corrected for dust extinction, as
our new z > 8 points. A summary of our measurements
for the LD are listed in Table 4.
As can be seen, our new measurements at z > 8 lie

significantly below the z ! 8 value. The decrement in
LD from z ! 8 to z ! 9 is 0.6 ± 0.2 dex, and it is
even larger at 1.5 ± 0.7 dex to z ! 10. Therefore, our
data confirms our previous finding of more than an order
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Figure 10. The evolution of the UV luminosity density (LD) $UV
contributed by all galaxies brighter than M1400 = !17.7 mag. Our
new measurements from the HUDF12/XDF data are shown as red
squares. Measurements of the LD at z " 8 are derived from the
UV LFs from Bouwens et al. (2007, 2012c). No correction for dust
extinction has been applied. These LDs are derived directly from
the observed LFs. The measurements are plotted at the mode of
the redshift distributions shown in Figure 6. For the highest red-
shift z # 10.7 JH-dropout sample, we only show an upper limit
given that the single source we find in this sample is either at an
even higher redshift (where the selection volume of our data is
very small) or is a low redshift extreme line emitter. The dark
gray line and shaded area represent an extrapolation of the red-
shift evolution trends of the z # 4 ! 8 UV LF. Our LD estimates
at z # 9 ! 10 are clearly lower than this extrapolation. However,
the observed rapid build-up of galaxies at z # 10 to z # 8 is not
unexpected since it is consistent with a whole suite of theoretical
models. These are shown as colored lines. They are a simple halo
occupation model (blue solid Trenti et al. 2010), a semi-analytical
model (orange dashes Lacey et al. 2011), and two hydrodynami-
cal simulations (Finlator et al. 2011; Jaacks et al. 2012). These
di!erent models uniformly predict a turnover in the LD evolution
points. The conclusion to be drawn is that the shape of the trend
from z # 10 to z # 7 is due to the rapid build-up of the underlying
dark-matter halo mass function, rather than any physical changes
in the star-formation properties of galaxies.

of magnitude increase of the UV LD in the short time
period, only 170 Myr, from z ! 10 to z ! 8.
The gray line and shaded area show the expected

LD evolution when extrapolating the z ! 4 to z ! 8
Schechter function trends to higher redshift. All our mea-
surements at z > 8 lie below the extrapolation. Although
the o!sets individually are not large (they are < 2!), the
consistent o!set to lower LD supports a hypothesis that
large changes are occurring in the LD.
It is interesting to note that this o!set to lower LD

is not unexpected, as it is also seen in several theoreti-
cal models. In Figure 10, we compare our observational
results to a suite of di!erent models. These include a con-
ditional luminosity function from Trenti et al. (2010), the
prediction from a semi-analytical model of Lacey et al.

Accelerated evolution is in agreement with theoretical models.
Major driver is most likely the underlying DM halo MF.



P. Oesch, UCSC UCO/Lick ObservatoryIPMU, January 2013 31Figure 2 – Composite color image of MACS J1149.6+2223. North is up and east to the left. The

field of view is 2.2 arcmin on each side. The z = 9.6 critical curve for the best-fit lensing model

is overplotted in white, and that for z = 3 is shown in blue. Green letters A-G mark the multiple

images of seven sources that are used in the strong-lensing model. Yellow letters H and I mark

the two systems that are not used in the final fitting. The location of MACS1149-JD1 is marked

with a red circle, at RA=11h49d33.s584 Dec=+22!24"45"".78 (J2000).
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Zheng+12 z=9.6, H=25.7, mu=14-26

Two Additional z~10 Candidates from CLASH

Coe+12 z=10.7, H=25.9/26.1/27.3, mu~8/7/2CLASH: Three strongly lensed images of a candidate z ≈ 11 galaxy 7

Figure 2. The three images of MACS0647-JD as observed in various filters with HST. The leftmost panels show the summed 11-hour

(17-orbit) exposures obtained in 8 filters spanning 0.4–0.9µm with the Advanced Camera for Surveys. The five middle columns show

observations with the Wide Field Camera 3 IR channel in F105W, F110W, F125W, F140W, and F160W, all shown with the same linear

scale in electrons per second. The F125W images were obtained at a single roll angle, and a small region near JD2 was affected by

persistence due to a moderately bright star in our parallel observations immediately prior (see also Fig. 5). The right panels zoom in by a

factor of 2 to show F110W+F140W+F160W color images scaled linearly between 0 and 0.1 µJy.

Figure 3. Flux measurements in the individual epochs observed over a period of 56 days. Filters are colored F160W (red), F140W

(yellow), F125W (green), and F110W (blue) as both individual data points and solid bands as determined for the summed observations.

The F110W exposures obtained in the second epoch (visit A9) were found to have significantly elevated and non-Poissonian backgrounds

due to Earthshine (§3.1). These were excluded in our analysis; we adopted the F110W fluxes measured in the first epoch (visit A2).

2006; Santini et al. 2009), and the UDF (Coe et al. 2006).
According to this prior (extrapolated to higher redshifts),
all galaxy types of intrinsic (delensed) magnitude ∼28.2
are over 80 times less likely to be at z ∼ 11 than z ∼ 2.
Thus our analysis is more conservative regarding high
redshift candidates than an analysis which neglects to
implement such a prior (implicitly assuming a flat prior
in redshift). The prior likelihoods for MACS0647-JD are
uncertain both due to the prior’s extrapolation to z ∼ 11
and uncertainty in MACS0647-JD’s intrinsic (delensed)
magnitude. Yet it serves as a useful approximation which
is surely more accurate than a flat prior.

Based on this analysis, we derived photometric redshift
likelihood distributions as plotted in Fig. 8 and summa-
rized in Table 5. The images JD1, JD2, and JD3 are
best fit by a starburst SED at z ∼ 10.9, 11.0, and 10.1,
respectively. After applying the Bayesian prior, we find
JD1 and JD2 are most likely starbursts at z ∼ 10.6 and
11.0, respectively. A z ∼ 2.5 elliptical template is slightly
preferred for JD3, however z = 11 is within the 99% con-
fidence limits (CL). Observed at mag ∼ 27.3, we may not
expect this fainter image to yield as reliable a photomet-
ric redshift.
In Table 4 we also provide joint likelihoods based on
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SFRD Evolution at z>8
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Combining the constraints from CLASH and HUDF+GOODS-S data, we still find 
accelerated evolution in the cosmic SFRD.

Compare with conclusions from: Zheng+12, Coe+13, Bouwens+13, Ellis+13, McLure+13
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Rapid build-up of UV luminosity in galaxies within only 170 Myr

But: observational result is still uncertain and needs confirmation 
with future deeper data, i.e. dedicated HST program or, at z>=10, JWST!

New HST Data

JWST

SFRD Evolution at z>8
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Are Galaxies Responsible for Cosmic 
Reionization?

WMAP implies mean redshift of reionization at 10.6
(τ = 0.088 ± 0.015; Komatsu+ 2011)



�Nγ<912/Nγ1400�
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The Ionizing Flux Density from Galaxies
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fesc,relintegrate;
assume Mlim

Faint contribution: Have 
to extrapolate to below 
detection limits

 
? 

With these steep faint-end slopes as 
observed: luminosity density completely 
dominated by faint galaxies

No problems to -17: 
Just integrate observed LF!

Bouwens et al. 2011b

+1σ

-1σ

z~7 best-fit

Mlim = -10
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Keeping the Universe Ionized
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The observed galaxy population (above our z~6 completeness limit) can keep 
the universe ionized already at z~6-7 with an average escape fraction of 10-30%

fesc = 10%
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Inferred Reionization History
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 A steep faint-end slope makes it easy for 
the faint (undetected) galaxy population 
to complete reionization above z>6

 But: optical depth to electron scattering 
is below measured values from WMAP 
by 1.5σ

zreion ~ 7.5

Additional assumptions:
clumping factor = 3

relative escape fraction = 20%

zreion(WMAP) ~ 10.6
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Galaxies below detection threshold can reionize the universe consistent with 
WMAP: Need better constraints on evolution of faint end slope with redshift 
(as well as escape fractions)!

➡ 

Bouwens et al. 2011c 3

Fig. 2.— Determinations of the faint-end slope ! of the UV LF
versus redshift (§3; §4). The large solid red points show the new
slopes at z ! 5 and z ! 6 from this paper and those at z ! 7
and z ! 8 from Bouwens et al. (2011b). Older determinations are
the red open circles at z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6 (Bouwens et al.
2007), black crosses at z ! 5, 6, and 7 (Oesch et al. 2007; Su et
al. 2011; Oesch et al. 2010), green squares at z ! 2-3 (Reddy &
Steidel 2009), and blue solid points at z ! 0.7-2.5 (Oesch et al.
2010c: see also Hathi et al. 2010). Error bars are 1". The solid
line is a fit of the z ! 4-8 faint-end slope determinations to a line,
with the 1" errors (gray area: calculated by marginalizing over
the likelihood for all slopes and intercepts). The new WFC3/IR
observations provide evidence that LFs at z " 5-6 are very steep,
with faint-end slopes ! ! #1.8.

These recent, new luminosity functions at z!5, 6, 7
and 8, when combined with the existing deep z!4 LF
(Bouwens et al. 2007), provide our best opportunity yet
to constrain the evolution of their faint-end slopes ! with
redshift.
Figure 2 shows the derived values of the faint-end slope

! versus redshift. While the uncertainties are large, the
faint-end slopes at z " 6 do appear to be slightly steeper
than at lower redshifts. A simple averaging of our results
at z ! 6, 7, 8 yields a mean slope of #1.87±0.13. The
best-fit trend in ! with redshift (taking into account the
multi-variate "2 distribution) is

! = (#1.84± 0.05)# (0.05± 0.04)(z # 6) (1)

(see also Table 1). The steepening of the faint-end slope
towards high-redshift is significant at 1.3#. The appar-
ent steepening of the faint-end slope is consistent with
various theoretical model predictions (e.g., Trenti et al.
2010; Salvaterra et al. 2011; Jaacks et al. 2011). While
current evidence for evolution in the faint-end slope is
weak, this is an important first step in quantifying the
possible steepening of the faint-end slope ! to high red-
shift and its impact on reionization.

5. IMPLICATIONS FOR REIONIZATION

The very steep faint-end slopes determined for the UV
LFs at z ! 5-8 have important implications for the role
galaxies might play in the reionization of the universe. To
investigate this, we utilize an empirical fitting formula to
the z ! 4 # 8 LF results for the M! and $! evolution
(see, e.g., Bouwens et al. 2008, and Table 1). For the
faint-end slope !, we take advantage of the mean value
found at z ! 6-8 in the two-year HUDF09 observations
(Figure 1 and 2) to estimate the role galaxies might play
in reionizing the universe.

Fig. 3.— Filling factor of ionized hydrogen QHII versus red-
shift using our LF-fitting formula for UV LF at z " 4 (Table 1).
The respective ionization histories (represented by the lines) were
calculated from Eq. 2 assuming a Lyman-continuum escape frac-
tion fesc of 20%, a clumping factor of 3, an IGM temperature of
2$ 104 K, a 1/50 Z! Salpeter IMF, and assuming the LF extends
down to #10mag (with the same faint-end slope !). See text for
references and see also Figure 8 from Bolton & Haehnelt (2007)
and Figure 4 from Oesch et al. (2009). The solid black line shows
the filling factor derived from best-fit LF (Figure 2 and Table 1:
§4) with the mean faint-end slope ! = #1.87 found at z ! 6-8
and for the best-fit evolution in !. The Thomson optical depths
# for these ionization histories are 0.061 and 0.079, respectively.
The black dotted line is for our best-fit LF faint-end slope !, but
assumes the LF extending to just #16mag (the limit of our data).
Changes in the adopted cosmology also a!ect the derived # . Al-
lowing for evolution of the faint-end slope and a faint-end limit of
#10mag to the LF, the optical depth is very close (<1") to the
# = 0.088 ± 0.015 found by WMAP (Komatsu et al. 2011). This
suggests that star-forming galaxies in the first 700-800 Myr could
reionize the universe.

We compute the time evolution of the filling factor of
ionized hydrogen QHII using the following relation we
adapted from Madau et al. (1999):

dQHII

dt
=

#QHII

trec
+
%(SFR)uncorr(z)fesc1053.2photon s"1

nH(0)
(2)

where fesc is the escape fraction of Lyman-continuum
photons into the IGM, nH corresponds to the comoving
volume density of neutral hydrogen in the universe, trec
corresponds to the recombination time for neutral hy-
drogen, and %(SFR)uncorr(z) is the SFR density uncor-
rected for dust extinction. In deriving the SFR density,
we integrate the LF down to #10mag, given the likely
supression of galaxy formation at such scales from the
UV background, SNe feedback, and ine!cient gas cool-
ing (e.g., Read et al. 2006; Dijkstra et al. 2004).
To account for the increased ionizing e!ciency (by up

to 30%) of low metallicity stars expected to make up
galaxies in the early universe, we assume 1053.2 photons
s"1 per M# yr"1 (Schaerer 2003). We take fesc to be
!20% motivated by the observations of Shapley et al.
(2006) and Iwata et al. (2008), but acknowledge that
fesc is still very poorly determined at z ! 2-3 and has

For galaxies alone to drive reionization, need 
more ionizing photons at z>8

Matching WMAP Optical Depth

10 M. Kuhlen and C.-A. Faucher-Giguère

Figure 7. Top: value of ! ion f esc at z = 4 needed to simultaneously match
the total comoving emissivity of ionizing photons measured from the Ly"

forest, ṅcom
ion , and the observed UV LF at the same redshift, as a function of

the limiting UV magnitude. Since our LF fits are almost identical at z =
4, we only show the FIT case. Because ! ion = 1 for the fiducial spectral
model, the values directly quantify the implied escape fraction. Bottom:
power-law index # of the redshift evolution of ! ion f esc (see equation 15)
needed to simultaneously match the z = 4 Ly" forest and WMAP-7 Thom-
son optical depth constraints, as a function of the limiting UV magnitude
(assumed constant here), for our three LF evolution fits. The solid (dotted)
lines correspond to the median value (±1$ ) of the WMAP-7 Thomson op-
tical depth. The shaded regions encompass the total (including systematic)
uncertainty in ṅcom

ion (z=4). Note that some models with bright Mlim do not
admit solutions for the entire % e range.

these scenarios are disfavoured by external constraints on the dura-
tion of reionization from the kSZ effect (Zahn et al. 2011), which
in combination with the WMAP-7 optical depth constrains the tim-
ing of its beginning and end. For the most conservative case of
arbitrary correlations between the thermal Sunyaev–Zeldovich ef-
fect and the cosmic infrared background, Zahn et al. (2011) find
that zreion(20 per cent) < 13.1 at the 95 per cent confidence level
(CL) and zreion(99 per cent) > 5.8, also at the 95 per cent CL. In
this work, we take these constraints at face value. It is important to
bear in mind, however, that the templates on which they are based
assume that reionization occurs primarily via star-forming galaxies.
Furthermore, the limits on the kSZ signal rely critically on accurate
subtraction of contaminating point sources. It will thus be important
to confirm these findings with refined analyses.

Figure 8. Evolution of ! ion f esc versus redshift required to simultaneously
satisfy the z = 4 Ly" forest and WMAP-7 Thomson optical depth con-
straints, for Mlim = !10, !13 and !16 (models corresponding to the solid
lines in Fig. 7). A ceiling of ! ion f esc < 2 is imposed in our calculations,
corresponding to f esc = 1 for ! ion = 2 (our HARD spectral model).

For the best-fitting parametrization of the UV LF (the FIT model),
models with no redshift evolution in ! ion f esc are disfavoured even
for Mlim = !10. Models that rely only on brighter galaxies formally
satisfy all the present constraints but only for strong redshift evolu-
tion in ! ion f esc. For example, the case of Mlim = !16 for the FIT
parametrization requires an evolution in ! ion f esc by a factor of "20
from z = 4 to 9. As we will discuss at greater length in Section 5,
models that rely too heavily on fainter galaxies may be in tension
with theoretical models that suppress star formation in early, low-
mass systems (e.g. Krumholz & Dekel 2011; Kuhlen et al. 2012),
which are helpful in explaining some properties of the cosmic star
formation history. If star formation is indeed suppressed in those
early dwarfs, then the existing data would imply strong evolution
in the escape fraction.

We also explored constraints on the redshift evolution ! ion f esc

from z = 2 to 4 by comparing the Ly" forest data to the galaxy
UV LF from Reddy & Steidel (2009) at z = 2. Over that redshift
interval, a wide range # # 0–4.5 is allowed, almost independent
of the assumed Mlim owing to the relatively shallow faint-end slope
of the LF. In particular, the combination of the UV LF and Ly"

forest data alone does not require any significant evolution. Note
that such evolution is nonetheless allowed by the data, and in fact
suggested by direct Lyman continuum observations (e.g. Inoue et al.
2006; Siana et al. 2010). Although this is not necessary on physical
grounds, it is interesting that most of the # values implied from z =
4 and up (Fig. 7) are also allowed from z = 2 to 4.

4.2 Redshift evolution of Mlim

We now turn to the possibility of redshift evolution in Mlim. Starting
from the same values of ! ion f esc(z = 4) for a given Mlim(z = 4)
as in the previous section, we determine what values of & can
produce agreement between the Ly" forest constraints at z = 4,
and higher redshift LF and WMAP-7 constraints. The top panel
of Fig. 11 demonstrates that substantial evolution is necessary to
match the WMAP-7 Thomson optical depth measurement. Many
models actually do not allow for a solution: for the MIN LF fit,
the contribution of dwarfs is suppressed to such a degree that no
amount of Mlim evolution is able to raise % e into the range allowed
by WMAP-7. The FIT model only has solutions with very steep Mlim

evolution, requiring Mlim significantly below !10 at high redshift.

C$ 2012 The Authors
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C$ 2012 RAS

Evolution in Faint-End Slope
Kuhlen & Faucher-Giguere 2012

Evolution in escape fraction 
and/or metallicity

High-z contribution of PopIII stars may add a few percent in optical depth.
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Oesch et al. 2010b

Sizes of LBGs in first 2 Gyr of cosmic time 
evolve as:   r1/2 ~ (1+z)-1

Consistent with constant L at fixed halo mass.

Sizes of Galaxies at z ! 7" 12 13

Figure 12. Top: Evolution of the half-light radius across the
redshift range from z ! 2 to 12 in (0.3" 1)L!

z=3. The filled circles
show the average sizes of our z850-dropouts and Y105-dropouts,
and the size of the z ! 12 object. The open symbols are taken
from the literature; the open squares and triangles are dropout
galaxies taken from Oesch et al. (2010a), the open diamonds are
from Bouwens et al. (2004). After excluding the sample overlaps,
we fit simple functions of (1+ z)s with the data in both luminosity
bins, and obtain s = "1.28±0.13. which is shown as the solid line.
The dotted and dashed lines correspond to the case of s = "1.0
and "1.5, respectively. Bottom: Evolution of the half-light radius
across the redshift range from z ! 4 to 8 in (0.12" 0.3)L!

z=3. The
open and filled black symbols denote the same as those in the top
panel. The gray filled circles are dropout galaxies in the fainter
luminosity bin, (0.048" 0.12)L!

z=3. The solid, dotted, and dashed
lines are the same as those in the top figure.

best-fitting set of (s, a1, a2) that minimizes !2. The best-
fit parameters are s = "1.28±0.13, a1 = 0.99±0.08, and
a2 = 0.87+0.09

!0.10. We have checked that exclusion of the
the putative z # 12 object produces no significant change
in our results, but it is nevertheless interesting that its
size conforms with the trend established at slightly lower
redshifts. We note that these results are clearly con-
sistent with the redshift trend derived by Oesch et al.

Figure 13. Evolution of the SFR surface density !SFR as a
function of redshift, for dropouts in the brightest luminosity bin,
L = (0.3 " 1)L!

z=3. The filled circles correspond to our z850-
dropouts and Y105-dropouts. The open squares are taken from
Oesch et al. (2010a), showing their dropout galaxies, while the
open circles are the same objects but corrected for dust absorption.
The dotted line and dashed line shows the case with a constant UV
luminosity L = L!

z=3 and 0.3L!
z=3, respectively, given that their

half-light radii follow the simple relation of (1 + z)s, which is de-
rived in Section 5 and shown in Figure 12.

(2010a) from the early UDF09 data, as they reported
s = "1.12 ± 0.17 for galaxies with luminosities in the
range L = (0.3 " 1)L"

z=3, and s = "1.32 ± 0.52 for the
fainter galaxies with L = (0.12"0.3)L"

z=3. However, our
derived value for s is more accurate, both because of the
improved data and galaxy samples provided by UDF12,
and because we have chosen to fit a single value of s to
both the bright and more modest luminosity galaxies.
It should be noted again that the above simple constant

mass or content velocity models assume that the stellar
to halo size ratio does not change over this redshift range
(Mo et al. 1998). To properly interpret our result, more
realistic models are needed which carefully treat the stel-
lar to halo size ratio, as well as consider e!ects on galaxy
sizes from galaxy mergers, torquing, and feedback, based
on a hierarchical galaxy formation scenario over the full
redshift range (e.g., Somerville et al. 2008). These size
measurements of high-redshift galaxies provide a launch-
ing point for a theoretical understanding of the structure
of such galaxies, which has only recently been attempted
but is of critical importance in understanding their prop-
erties (e.g., Muñoz & Furlanetto 2012).
Figure 13 presents the average star-formation surface

density, "SFR, as a function of redshift. Note that the
measurements are shown up to z ! 8 in Figure 13, be-
cause the uncertainty of the z ! 12 measurements are
too large to place a meaningful constraint. Our galax-
ies at z > 7 have "SFR ! 2. "SFR appears to increase
towards high redshifts. In fact, this increase of "SFR
is expected from the decreasing trend of galaxy size at
a given luminosity (Figure 12). Since "SFR is propor-
tional to the UV luminosity density in the case of no
dust extinction, Figure 13 indicates that UV luminosity
surface brightness is higher for z ! 7"8 galaxies than for

(1+z) -1.28

Ono, Ouchi et al. 2012
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Fig. 3.— (upper) Illustration of how we estimate the UV -
continuum slope for a z ! 4 galaxy candidate (see §3.3). The
blue and red points show the observed magnitudes for the galaxy
in the ACS and WFC3/IR observations, respectively. The H160-
band is not used for determining the UV -continuum slope ! for
our z ! 4 samples, since the H160-band magnitudes for galaxies
at the low-redshift end [z ! 3.0-3.5] of our z ! 4 samples will
include a contribution from light redward of the Balmer break.
The black line shows the UV -continuum slope we estimate for the
source fitting to the i775, z850, Y105, and J125 band photometry.
The dotted black line is a plausible SED from a stellar population
model which fits the observed photometry and is shown here to
show where the major spectral features occur (but we emphasize
that these SED fits are not used to establish the UV -continuum
slopes). Using the full wavelength baseline provided by both the
ACS and WFC3/IR observations (Table 3), we are able to estab-
lish the UV -continuum slopes ! much more accurately than using
the ACS observations alone. (lower) An illustration of how we
estimate the UV -continuum slope ! for a z ! 6 galaxy. The UV -
continuum slopes ! for z ! 6 galaxies are derived using the full flux
information in the Y098/Y105, J125, and H160 bands (Table 3).

TABLE 3
Wavebands used to derive the UV

continuum slope for individual galaxies in
our z ! 4, z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 samples.a

Filters used Mean rest-frame
Sample to derive ! Wavelength

HUDF09 Observations
z ! 4 i775z850Y105J125 2108Å
z ! 5 z850Y105J125 2085Å
z ! 6 Y105J125H160 1865Å
z ! 7 J125H160 1741Å

ERS Observations
z ! 4 i775z850Y098J125 2108Å
z ! 5 z850Y098J125 2085Å
z ! 6 Y098J125H160 1865Å
z ! 7 J125H160 1741Å

CDF-S CANDELS Observations
z ! 4 i775z850J125 2108Å
z ! 5 z850J125H160 2085Å
z ! 6 J125H160 2004Å
z ! 7 J125H160 1741Å

a These filters probe the UV -continuum light of
sources without contamination from Ly" emis-
sion or the position of the the Lyman break (be-
ing su!ciently redward of the 1216Å). See §3.3.

To select star-forming galaxies at high-redshift, we
will use the well-established Lyman-Break Galaxy (LBG)
technique. This technique takes advantage of the
unique spectral characteristics of high-redshift star-
forming galaxies, which show a very blue spectrum over-
all but a sharp cut-o! blueward of Ly!. It has been
shown to be very robust through extensive spectroscopic
follow-up (Steidel et al. 1996; Steidel et al. 2003; Bunker
et al. 2003; Dow-Hygelund et al. 2007; Popesso et al.
2009; Vanzella et al. 2009; Stark et al. 2010).
We will base our high-redshift samples on selection cri-

teria from previous work on z ! 4 galaxies. For our z " 4
B435 and z " 5 V606 dropout samples, we will apply the
same criteria as Bouwens et al. (2007), namely,

(B435 # V606 > 1.1) $ (B435 # V606 > (V606 # z850) + 1.1)

$(V606 # z850 < 1.6)

for our B-dropout sample and

[(V606 # i775 > 0.9(i775 # z850)) % (V606 # i775 > 2))] $

(V606 # i775 > 1.2) $ (i775 # z850 < 0.8)

for our V606-dropout selection. For our z " 6 i775-
dropout selection, we expanded the criteria used in
Bouwens et al. (2007) to take advantage of the deep near-
IR observations from WFC3/IR to set limits on the color
redward of the break. Our z " 6 i775-dropout criterion
is

(i775 # z850 > 1.3) $ (z850 # J125 < 0.9)

Finally, our z " 7 z850-dropout criterion is

(z850 # Y105 > 0.7) $ (Y105 # J125 < 0.8) $

(z850 # Y105 > 1.4(Y105 # J125) + 0.42),

(z850 # J125 > 0.9) $
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Fig. 5.— Determinations of the UV -continuum slope ! distribution versus UV luminosity for star-forming galaxies at z ! 4 (upper left),
z ! 5 (upper right), z ! 6 (lower left), and z ! 7 (lower right). The blue points show the UV -continuum slope ! determinations for
individual sources in our samples. The large blue squares show the biweight mean UV -continuum slope ! determinations in each magnitude
interval and error on the mean. We take the absolute magnitude of each galaxy in the UV to be equal to the mean absolute magnitude of
that source in all the HST bands that contribute to its UV -continuum slope determinations (Table 3). The blue solid line in each panel
shows the best-fit relationship (see Table 5 and Figure 6 for the best-fit parameters). The z ! 7 panel also includes a fit to the binned
determinations but keeping the slope of the line fixed to the average d!/dMUV found for our z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6 samples (dashed line).
The dotted black line in the z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 panels show the best-fit relationship at z ! 4 and is included for comparison. The
vertical dotted line indicates the absolute UV magnitude for L!

z=3 galaxies. The distribution of UV -continuum slopes ! shows a relatively
small dispersion about the mean relation (blue line). The intercept to UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity relationship appears to
become slightly bluer towards higher redshift. However, the slope of the UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity does not show any
significant evolution as a function of redshift.

terminations of the UV -continuum slope, particularly at
z ! 4 and z ! 5 where fluxes in four separate bandpasses
are available. The simulations we perform in Appendix
B.3 suggest factors of !1.5 improvement in the S/N of
our UV -continuum slope ! measurements at z ! 4 and
z ! 5. On the other hand, the second approach has the
advantage that all UV -continuum slope ! determinations
are made using a similar wavelength baseline at all red-
shifts. As a result, UV -continuum slope determinations
should be less susceptible to systematics that might re-
sult if galaxies had less than a perfect power law SED in
the rest-frame UV (e.g., from the well-known bump in
dust extinction law at 2200Å).
After some testing, we adopted the approach that uti-

lizes all the available flux information to determine the
UV -continuum slopes !. Figure 3 provides an example
of such a determination for a z ! 4 galaxy in our HUDF
sample and an example of such a determination for a

z ! 6 galaxy. The passbands we will consider in deriving
the slopes include the i775z850Y105J125 bands for z ! 4
galaxies, the z850Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 5 galax-
ies, the Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 6 galaxies, and the
J125H160 bands for z ! 7 galaxies. We replace the Y105
band with the Y098 band in these fits for galaxies in the
ERS field. No use of the Y105 band observations is made
over the CDF-South CANDELS field, due to the incom-
plete coverage. In selecting these passbands, we explic-
itly excluded passbands which could be contaminated by
Ly" emission, the Lyman-continuum break, or flux red-
ward of the Balmer break. Table 3 includes a list of all
the bands we use to perform these fits. The mean rest-
frame wavelengths for our derived UV -continuum slopes
! at z ! 4, z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 are 2108Å, 2085 Å,
1865Å, and 1741Å, respectively.
In determining the UV -continuum slopes ! from

the flux information just discussed, we find the UV -
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Fig. 5.— Determinations of the UV -continuum slope ! distribution versus UV luminosity for star-forming galaxies at z ! 4 (upper left),
z ! 5 (upper right), z ! 6 (lower left), and z ! 7 (lower right). The blue points show the UV -continuum slope ! determinations for
individual sources in our samples. The large blue squares show the biweight mean UV -continuum slope ! determinations in each magnitude
interval and error on the mean. We take the absolute magnitude of each galaxy in the UV to be equal to the mean absolute magnitude of
that source in all the HST bands that contribute to its UV -continuum slope determinations (Table 3). The blue solid line in each panel
shows the best-fit relationship (see Table 5 and Figure 6 for the best-fit parameters). The z ! 7 panel also includes a fit to the binned
determinations but keeping the slope of the line fixed to the average d!/dMUV found for our z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6 samples (dashed line).
The dotted black line in the z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 panels show the best-fit relationship at z ! 4 and is included for comparison. The
vertical dotted line indicates the absolute UV magnitude for L!

z=3 galaxies. The distribution of UV -continuum slopes ! shows a relatively
small dispersion about the mean relation (blue line). The intercept to UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity relationship appears to
become slightly bluer towards higher redshift. However, the slope of the UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity does not show any
significant evolution as a function of redshift.

terminations of the UV -continuum slope, particularly at
z ! 4 and z ! 5 where fluxes in four separate bandpasses
are available. The simulations we perform in Appendix
B.3 suggest factors of !1.5 improvement in the S/N of
our UV -continuum slope ! measurements at z ! 4 and
z ! 5. On the other hand, the second approach has the
advantage that all UV -continuum slope ! determinations
are made using a similar wavelength baseline at all red-
shifts. As a result, UV -continuum slope determinations
should be less susceptible to systematics that might re-
sult if galaxies had less than a perfect power law SED in
the rest-frame UV (e.g., from the well-known bump in
dust extinction law at 2200Å).
After some testing, we adopted the approach that uti-

lizes all the available flux information to determine the
UV -continuum slopes !. Figure 3 provides an example
of such a determination for a z ! 4 galaxy in our HUDF
sample and an example of such a determination for a

z ! 6 galaxy. The passbands we will consider in deriving
the slopes include the i775z850Y105J125 bands for z ! 4
galaxies, the z850Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 5 galax-
ies, the Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 6 galaxies, and the
J125H160 bands for z ! 7 galaxies. We replace the Y105
band with the Y098 band in these fits for galaxies in the
ERS field. No use of the Y105 band observations is made
over the CDF-South CANDELS field, due to the incom-
plete coverage. In selecting these passbands, we explic-
itly excluded passbands which could be contaminated by
Ly" emission, the Lyman-continuum break, or flux red-
ward of the Balmer break. Table 3 includes a list of all
the bands we use to perform these fits. The mean rest-
frame wavelengths for our derived UV -continuum slopes
! at z ! 4, z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 are 2108Å, 2085 Å,
1865Å, and 1741Å, respectively.
In determining the UV -continuum slopes ! from

the flux information just discussed, we find the UV -
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Fig. 5.— Determinations of the UV -continuum slope ! distribution versus UV luminosity for star-forming galaxies at z ! 4 (upper left),
z ! 5 (upper right), z ! 6 (lower left), and z ! 7 (lower right). The blue points show the UV -continuum slope ! determinations for
individual sources in our samples. The large blue squares show the biweight mean UV -continuum slope ! determinations in each magnitude
interval and error on the mean. We take the absolute magnitude of each galaxy in the UV to be equal to the mean absolute magnitude of
that source in all the HST bands that contribute to its UV -continuum slope determinations (Table 3). The blue solid line in each panel
shows the best-fit relationship (see Table 5 and Figure 6 for the best-fit parameters). The z ! 7 panel also includes a fit to the binned
determinations but keeping the slope of the line fixed to the average d!/dMUV found for our z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6 samples (dashed line).
The dotted black line in the z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 panels show the best-fit relationship at z ! 4 and is included for comparison. The
vertical dotted line indicates the absolute UV magnitude for L!

z=3 galaxies. The distribution of UV -continuum slopes ! shows a relatively
small dispersion about the mean relation (blue line). The intercept to UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity relationship appears to
become slightly bluer towards higher redshift. However, the slope of the UV -continuum slope ! versus luminosity does not show any
significant evolution as a function of redshift.

terminations of the UV -continuum slope, particularly at
z ! 4 and z ! 5 where fluxes in four separate bandpasses
are available. The simulations we perform in Appendix
B.3 suggest factors of !1.5 improvement in the S/N of
our UV -continuum slope ! measurements at z ! 4 and
z ! 5. On the other hand, the second approach has the
advantage that all UV -continuum slope ! determinations
are made using a similar wavelength baseline at all red-
shifts. As a result, UV -continuum slope determinations
should be less susceptible to systematics that might re-
sult if galaxies had less than a perfect power law SED in
the rest-frame UV (e.g., from the well-known bump in
dust extinction law at 2200Å).
After some testing, we adopted the approach that uti-

lizes all the available flux information to determine the
UV -continuum slopes !. Figure 3 provides an example
of such a determination for a z ! 4 galaxy in our HUDF
sample and an example of such a determination for a

z ! 6 galaxy. The passbands we will consider in deriving
the slopes include the i775z850Y105J125 bands for z ! 4
galaxies, the z850Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 5 galax-
ies, the Y105J125H160 bands for z ! 6 galaxies, and the
J125H160 bands for z ! 7 galaxies. We replace the Y105
band with the Y098 band in these fits for galaxies in the
ERS field. No use of the Y105 band observations is made
over the CDF-South CANDELS field, due to the incom-
plete coverage. In selecting these passbands, we explic-
itly excluded passbands which could be contaminated by
Ly" emission, the Lyman-continuum break, or flux red-
ward of the Balmer break. Table 3 includes a list of all
the bands we use to perform these fits. The mean rest-
frame wavelengths for our derived UV -continuum slopes
! at z ! 4, z ! 5, z ! 6, and z ! 7 are 2108Å, 2085 Å,
1865Å, and 1741Å, respectively.
In determining the UV -continuum slopes ! from

the flux information just discussed, we find the UV -

Essentially constant slopes to color-
mag relation at different redshifts➡ Trend to redder UV continuum slopes 

with time: z~7 essentially dust free➡ 

Bouwens+11b
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TABLE 5
Best-fit slopes and intercepts to the

UV -continuum slope ! to UV luminosity
relationship (§3.6: see also Figure 6)

Dropout Mean
Sample Redshift !MUV =!19.5 d!/dMUV

B435 3.8 !1.98±0.03±0.10 !0.10±0.02
V606 5.0 !2.08±0.03±0.10 !0.13±0.03
i775 5.9 !2.25±0.06±0.14 !0.10±0.05
z850 6.8 !2.34±0.10±0.28 !0.27±0.10

—————————
U300

a 2.5 !1.70±0.07±0.15 !0.20±0.04
a From Bouwens et al. (2009).

intercept – we derive for these lines are presented in Ta-
ble 5 and Figure 6. These determinations are in excellent
agreement with previous work, as we discuss in §4.

4. COMPARISON TO PREVIOUS RESULTS

In the present section, we compare the present obser-
vational results on the UV -continuum slope ! with those
previously obtained in the literature (Figure 7). The goal
is to assess the robustness of the present observational re-
sults and to give some perspective on which trends are
gaining widespread observational support.

4.1. Comparison with Bouwens et al. 2009 (z ! 3-6)

Before the WFC3/IR camera on HST became op-
erational, Bouwens et al. (2009) made use of the
ACS+NICMOS observations to quantify the distribution
of UV -continuum slopes ! for star-forming galaxies over
range in redshift (z ! 2.5-6) and luminosities. Bouwens
et al. (2009) derive ! directly from the UV colors (e.g.,
as in Appendix A). How do the present UV -continuum
slope determinations compare with those from Bouwens
et al. (2009)? Both old and new results are shown in
Figure 7. Comparing the UV -continuum slope measure-
ments made on the identical sources in the two data sets
(old ACS+NICMOS data vs. the new WFC3/IR ob-
servations), we find reasonable agreement, with mean
o!sets !ACS+NICMOS " !WFC3/IR of only 0.12, 0.09,
"0.03 in the derived !’s at z ! 4, z ! 5, and z ! 6,
respectively. The biweight mean UV -continuum slopes
! found here are also in good agreement with the slopes
derived by Bouwens et al. (2009). At z ! 4, z ! 5,
and z ! 6, the present biweight mean !’s are only !0.2
bluer, !0.1 bluer, and !0.1 redder, respectively, than
the values found in Bouwens et al. (2009). "! !0.1 of
the di!erences result from our use of the more robust bi-
weight means to express the central !’s, so the agreement
is quite good overall.

4.2. Comparison with Bouwens et al. 2010b (z ! 5-7)

Bouwens et al. (2010a) took advantage of the first-year
WFC3/IR observations over the HUDF and the ERS
WFC3/IR observations to quantify the UV -continuum
slope ! distribution to higher redshifts (z ! 7) and
lower luminosities. How do the present determinations of
the UV -continuum slope ! compare with Bouwens et al.
(2010a)? At high luminosities, we find excellent agree-
ment, with both studies preferring mean UV -continuum
slopes ! of "2 (see Figure 7). At lower luminosities,
however, we now find somewhat redder values of the UV -
continuum slope !, i.e., "! ! 0.2 " 0.4 than found by

Fig. 6.— Slope and intercept of the UV -continuum slope-
luminosity relationship as a function of redshift (§3.6: see also
Table 5). (upper) Slope of the UV -continuum slope-luminosity re-
lationship, as a function of redshift (large blue circles). Previous
determinations of this dependence on luminosity at z " 1!3 (blue
shaded region: Labbé et al. 2007) and at z " 2.5 and z " 4 (open
black circles: Bouwens et al. 2009) are also shown. Also included
in this panel (shaded lavendar region) are the predictions from the
cosmological hydrodynamical simulations of Finlator et al. (2011:
§5.1). (lower) Intercept of the UV -continuum slope-luminosity re-
lationship, as a function of redshift (large blue circles). Previous
determinations of this dependence on luminosity are also included
(open black circles: Bouwens et al. 2009). Biweight mean determi-
nations of ! – as determined here – tend to be !! " 0.1 bluer than
the mean determinations of ! – as used in other studies (since the
mean values for ! are a"ected by the tail in the ! distribution to
redder colors). The shaded lavender region is as in the upper panel.
We use !19.5 AB mag as the intercept, because of the substantial
UV -continuum slope measurements there at all redshifts. An ap-
parent reddening of the UV -continuum slope ! at !19.5 AB mag
(0.25L"

z=3) with cosmic time is observed, from z " 7 to z " 2.5.

Bouwens et al. (2010a). The observed di!erences in the
mean UV -continuum slope ! seem to have resulted from
both the small number of sources in previous samples
and uncertainties in the photometry of faint sources in
the early HUDF09 data. We remark that the current
WFC3/IR observations of the HUDF from the HUDF09
WFC3/IR program are approximately twice as deep as
what Bouwens et al. (2010b) used.

4.3. Comparison with the literature: Does ! correlate
with redshift?

In the present analysis, we find that the UV -continuum
slope ! shows a correlation with the redshift of galaxies,
with higher redshift galaxies being bluer. This evolution
is evident both in Figure 5 (compare the solid lines in
the z ! 5, z ! 6, z ! 7 panels with the dotted lines) and
in Figure 6.
How does the correlation we find compare with other

studies? A brief summary of the evidence for this redshift
dependence is provided in Figure 7, and there is a clear
trend from bluer UV -continuum slopes ! at z ! 6-7 to
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Using Spitzer IRAC to Constrain Mass-Build 
up to z~8

Spitzer IRAC probes rest-frame optical
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IUDF10: Spitzer / IRAC Ultra Deep Fields 

HUDF

GOODS-S

HUDF-2

HUDF-1

coverage (hours):
FIELD        [3.6]    [4.5]
HUDF!       126     126
HUDF-1       52       52
HUDF-2     125       92

z ~ 7
Log M = 7.6 – 9.0 M⊙?

⇐WFC3⇒    ⇐ACS⇒    

Spitzer/IRAC provides valuable constraints to 
estimate Age and Stellar Mass.

⇐      IRAC    ⇒⇐WFC3⇒    ⇐ACS⇒    

IRAC is crucial for rest-frame optical SEDs 
and constrains on stellar masses/ages at z>4

PI: Labbé
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median stacked IRAC images of 55 z~8 “Y-dropouts” in HUDF/HUDF-1/HUDF-2

GOODS/UDF

IUDF10

deeper data are needed to probe  < L* ( > 28 AB)

The IUDF10 led to the first robust (>5σ) detections of 9 z~8 candidates 
(~32% are detected at >3σ). 

Median stacked images of 55 Y-dropouts in IUDF10 yield z~8 SED at >L*.

few robust individual 
detections

spectral break: indicates ages>~300 Myr, 
i.e. onset of SF at z>~12

Mass Estimates are now possible out to z~8

clear detections in stacks

Labbé, Oesch et al. 2012
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Figure 1. (top panels) A comparison of Spitzer/IRAC [4.5]
band images between GOODS (23h exposure time) and the new
IUDF10 observations (120h) for Y105!dropout galaxy UDFy-
3953714 (Bouwens et al. 2011a) at z " 8. Nearby foreground
sources have been subtracted. With the new IUDF10 IRAC data
the object is clearly detected, even in the shallower IRAC [4.5] mi-
cron band. (middle panels) Summed [3.6] + [4.5] micron images of
several IRAC detected Y105!dropouts from our sample. (bottom
panels) Median stacked IRAC images of z " 8 Y -dropout sources,
grouped in " 1!mag bins centered on H160 # 26.5, 27.5, contain-
ing 10 and 23 galaxies, respectively. Importantly, the stacks show
significant detections at [3.6], which at z " 8 is not a!ected by
strong emission lines. Image panels are shown in inverted grayscale
and are 10!! $ 10!!.

ing to extend these measurements to z ! 8. The highest
redshifts provide better leverage to constrain the evo-
lution of emission line strengths between 4 < z < 8.
Redshift z ! 8 also provides an opportunity to test for
the strength of the emission lines, since the [3.6] filter is
una!ected by strong lines, with the strongest line [O III]

isolated to the [4.5] filter.
In this Letter, we use the largest sample of z ! 8 galaxy

candidates in combination with newly acquired ultradeep
IRAC data from the IRAC Ultra Deep Field program
(IUDF; PI Labbé) to study their colors, SEDs, and the
contribution of emission lines, and to derive emission line
corrected stellar masses and specific star formation rates.
Throughout this paper, we assume an "M = 0.3,"! =
0.7 cosmology with H0 = 70 km s!1Mpc!1. Magnitudes
are in the AB photometric system (Oke & Gunn 1983).

2. DATA

2.1. Observations

The data analyzed here consist of ultradeep WFC3/IR
imaging from the HUDF09 program (GO 11563: PI
Illingworth) over the HUDF and two nearby fields
HUDF09-1 and HUDF09-2, supplemented with deep
WFC3/IR data observations from the Early Release
Science program (GO 11359: PI O’Connell) and
the Multi-Cycle Treasury program CANDELS (PI:
Faber/Ferguson; Grogin et al. 2011; Koekemoer et al.
2011) over the GOODS-South.
We use new ultradeep Spitzer/IRAC imaging from the

IRAC Ultradeep Field program (IUDF; PI Labbé), a 262
hour Spitzer warm mission program at [3.6] and [4.5]
micron (Labbé et al. in preparation). This survey in-
creases the exposure time over the HUDF, HUDF09-1
and HUDF09-2 fields from 12" 46 hours to !120 hours,
!50 hours, and 80"120 hours, respectively. For the
wider GOODS area we use the 23"46 hour deep IRAC
coverage of GOODS (M. Dickinson et al. in preparation).
Our primary sample consists of 60 Y"dropout galax-

ies at z ! 8 selected by Bouwens et al. (2011a) over the
HUDF09 and ERS fields and 16 brighter Y"dropouts
selected by Oesch et al. (2012) over the CANDELS
GOODS-South area.
We derive new IRAC photometry of all 76 sources fol-

lowing the procedure of Labbé et al. (2010a,b). Briefly,
we subtract nearby foreground sources based on their
HST image profiles and determine local backgrounds (see
e.g, Gonzalez et al 2011). Then we perform aperture pho-
tometry through 2"" diameter apertures on the cleaned
images. Details of the photometry are presented in Labbé
et al. (in preparation). We exclude 13 sources for which
clean subtraction was not possible due to proximity to
very bright foreground galaxies, leaving a final sample of
63 Y"dropouts.
Figure 1 presents image stamps of IRAC"detected

Y"dropout galaxies. A direct comparison to earlier
GOODS observations demonstrates the clear improve-
ment in sensitivity with the new ultradeep IUDF IRAC
data over the HUDF. To include fainter, IRAC unde-
tected, galaxies in the analysis we split the z ! 8 sam-
ple into various subsamples, and stack 15"" # 15"" im-
age stamps centered on the sources. The bottom panels
show that detections are also evident for fainter galax-
ies in the stacks. We measure flux densities through 2""

diameter apertures on each stack, subtract any residual
background in a concentric annulus at 5"" < r < 7.5"".
We compare between average and median stacks to make
sure that the measurements are not driven by outliers.
The uncertainties are determined by bootstrapping. We
correct the flux for light outside the aperture using pro-
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Fig. 3.— Stellar mass functions at z ! 4, 5, 6, and 7 derived from the log(M) " MUV,1500 distribution for the z ! 4 B-dropouts
(Figure 1), and the Bouwens et al. (2007, 2010) UV-LFs at z ! 4 " 7. The points are derived from the “bootstrap” approach (see text).
Errors reflect uncertainties in the LF and the ! 0.5 dex 1! scatter of the M–MUV,1500 relation (Figure 1). Completeness-corrected values
are estimated assuming that the M–MUV,1500 relation extends to fainter limits with similar scatter about the extrapolated mean trend
(MUV,1500 < "18 uncorrected: open; corrected: filled; dark band is at 1! around the corrected values). The direct MF at z ! 4 (thick
histogram) is in good agreement with the uncorrected MF (see text). For masses > 109.5 M!, the uncorrected z < 7 MFs are in rough
agreement with the determinations of Stark et al. (2009) and of McLure et al. (2009) at z ! 6 and M > 1010 M!. The thick dashed
curve in each panel represents the analytic MFs derived from an idealized M"MUV,1500 relation (see text §4). These MFs have low-mass
slopes "M ! "1.4 " "1.6, slightly flatter than the UV LFs (" = "1.7 " "2.0: Bouwens et al. 2010). In turn, the assumed symmetric
scatter of 0.5 dex flattens their slopes at the high-mass end. The z ! 4 analytical MF is repeated in the other panels for comparison (thin
dashed curve). The dotted and thin solid lines show the simulated MFs from Choi & Nagamine (2010) and Finlator et al. (in preparation).
Our new results are corrected for incompleteness, yet the di!erence between our results and the simulations is already substantial by
M = 109 M!. The source of the disagreement is unclear.

Gonzalez+11
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Figure 1. Stellar masses as a function of UV luminosity (MUV,1500 = 51.63 ! 2.5 " log10(LUV,1500 [erg s!1 Hz!1])) for the z # 4, 5, and 6 samples. SFRuncorr (top
axis) is derived using the Madau et al. (1998) conversion formula (no extinction correction). The final sample of 401 sources with FAST SED-fit mass estimates is
shown here. Open squares indicate low-S/N measurements (<2! in [3.6]). The larger symbols in each panel represent the median mass of the sample (#0.5 MUV,1500
mag bins). The small error bars represent the bootstrapped errors. The larger black error bars include a conservative estimate of the systematics computed by comparing
the estimated median mass at a given luminosity with the mass estimated from the stacked SEDs at the same luminosity. The dashed blue line (and shaded area, slope =
1.7 ± 0.2) represents the median log10M–MUV,1500 trend at z # 4. It is consistent with no evolution with redshift. The scatter at the luminous end (±0.5 dex), where
photometric errors are small, is intrinsic (see Figure 2).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

z # 5 V dropouts:

{[V606 ! i775 > 0.9(i775 ! z850)] $ (V606 ! i775 > 2)}

% (V606 ! i775 > 1.2) % (i775 ! z850 < 1.3).

z # 6 i dropouts7:

(i775 ! z850 > 1.3) % (z850 ! J125 < 0.8).

The rest-frame optical photometry from Spitzer/IRAC is
ideally suited for deriving stellar masses at these redshifts
(e.g., Papovich et al. 2001; Yan et al. 2005; Eyles et al. 2005;
Labbé et al. 2010a). A challenge is that the broad IRAC point-
spread function usually results in these faint sources being
contaminated by foreground neighbors. To obtain reliable IRAC
fluxes we use the deblending method of Labbé et al. (2006; see
also González et al. 2010; Labbé et al. 2010a, 2010b; Wuyts
et al. 2007; de Santis et al. 2007). Briefly, this method uses
the higher-resolution Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images to
create models of both the foreground neighbors and the source
itself. We convolve each model image with a kernel to simulate
the IRAC observations. We fit for all the sources simultaneously
(with independent normalization factors) and subtract the best
fits for the neighbors. In the clean image of each dropout we
are able to perform standard aperture photometry. We use 2.&&5
diameter apertures and correct the fluxes to total assuming stellar
profiles (1.8" in both channels).

As expected, our cleaning procedure does not work for
every source. We restrict our sample to the 60% of sources

7 Slightly modified.

with the best "2 residuals. This reduces the number of non-
optimal subtractions to <8%. The final sample suitable for
deriving masses from the HST + Spitzer data totals 401 sources:
299 at z # 4, 78 at z # 5, and 24 at z # 6. We do not expect
this selection step to introduce any important biases, since it
depends on the distribution of the non-associated neighbors of
the source. Of the remaining sources, #50% have low IRAC
signal-to-noise ratio (S/N; <2! in [3.6]).

3. STELLAR MASS ESTIMATES FROM SED FITS

We use the FAST spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting
code (Kriek et al. 2009) to derive Mstar for the 401 z # 4–6
sources. We fit their SEDs with the full suite of fitted parameters.
For all sources we fit the broadband ACS + WFC3/IR + IRAC
[3.6] and [4.5] fluxes using the Bruzual & Charlot (2003, BC03)
models with a Salpeter (1955) initial mass function (IMF;
0.1–100 M') and assuming a 0.2 Z' metallicity. We also include
the sample of z # 7 galaxies with similarly determined masses
from Labbé et al. (2010a).

The star formation history (SFH) cannot be uniquely deter-
mined from broadband SEDs due to well-known degeneracies
between the star formation timescale, age, and dust extinction.
We have assumed an SFH with a constant star formation rate
(SFR). Different SFHs introduce systematic offsets to the mass
determinations, largely independent of redshift (cf. Papovich
et al. 2011). The systematic differences between masses based
on declining, constant, or rising SFHs are typically !0.3 dex
(Finlator et al. 2007).

Figure 1 (left) shows the FAST SED-fit Mstar (from
HST + Spitzer data) versus UV luminosity (bottom axis).

2

UV luminosity correlates 
relatively well with stellar mass

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 735:L34 (6pp), 2011 July 10 González et al.

Figure 4. Left: SMD vs. redshift for sources brighter than MUV,1500,AB = !18. These SMD values are derived by integrating the uncorrected bootstrap MFs in
Figure 3 to the faint luminosity limit MUV,1500 = !18 at z = 4, 5, 6, and 7. For comparison, we show the SMD determinations from Stark et al. (2009) corrected
from their original MUV,1500 = !20 limit to our MUV,1500 = !18 limit (see the text). The z " 6 estimate is also in good agreement with Yan et al. (2006) and
Eyles et al. (2007). The low-redshift open circles were derived by integrating the Marchesini et al. (2009) MFs between 8.3 < log10(M/M#) < 13 and multiplying
by 1.6 to match the Salpeter IMF. A constant SFH and 0.2 Z# metallicity was assumed to derive the masses at z ! 4. The effect of a possible 20% correction due to
contamination by H! is shown, as is the effect of using a different IMF. Our derived SMD growth with cosmic time is well fit by log10(SMD) $ (1 + z)!3.4±0.8. Right:
as for the left panel but now to a fixed Mstar limit > 108M#. The mass-limited SMD is compared to the flux-limited values from the left panel. The differences are
relatively small (see the text). Nonetheless, the importance of utilizing the completeness-corrected MFs will increase as improved, deeper data become available and
we can push to lower masses and higher redshifts.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

relation and find it to be steep (log(M) $ 1.7(±0.2)log(LUV))
with large intrinsic scatter; the sample variance is "0.5 dex at
the bright end. We derive MFs by combining the M/L results
with published deep UV-LFs at z " 4–7, and correct them for
incompleteness. The corrected MFs are steeper (! " !1.4 to
!1.6) than found previously, but still far less steep than those
from recent hydrodynamical simulations. The integrated SMD
of the universe is derived at z " 4, 5, 6, and 7 to M " 108 M#.
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Strong rest-frame optical emission lines can significantly contribute to IRAC flux measurements. 
These will thus bias mass measurements.

See e.g. Shim+11, Stark+12, Gonzalez+12

on average: 0.3 mag

EW(Hα) ≃ 300 Å
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Fig. 8.— Evolution in the Stellar Mass Density: The mass density is computed by integrating the stellar mass function to a fixed UV
luminosity limit (left panel) and fixed stellar mass limit (right panel). The main advance with respect to earlier work is the inclusion of
corrections for nebular emission contamination of Spitzer/IRAC filters. These are computed using the nebular EW distribution derived
from our spectroscopic sample in §4.1 and assume the H! EW distribution continues to evolve as a power law at z

!
> 5. The stellar mass

functions are derived by combining the nebular-corrected log M!-LUV relation with the UV luminosity functions presented in Bouwens
et al. 2012. We assume that the scatter in the log M!-LUV relation is " " 0.5, consistent with previous studies (e.g., Gonzalez et al.
2011a). The blue swath in the right panel shows the stellar mass density implied by the evolving star formation rate density, computed by
integrating the UV luminosity functions (see Robertson et al. 2010 for details).

with the inferred attenuation up to 20% lower for nebu-
lar+stellar models with ages <30 Myr. As a result of the
reduced attenuation, a lower normalization is required to
match the observed flux density, bringing down the in-
ferred star formation rates by up to the ! 20% level for
the youngest systems. In practice, the impact of neb-
ular continuum is more complicated and non-trivial to
predict, depending strongly on the shape (i.e. age) of
the observed SED. Given these uncertainties, our anal-
ysis in the following sections will focus on how physical
properties are a!ected by nebular emission lines.

5. DISCUSSION

In the previous section, we used the broadband SEDs
of a large sample of spectroscopically-confirmed galaxies
to infer the distribution of nebular line strengths in UV-
selected galaxies at 3.8 < z < 5.0. We showed that the
stellar masses inferred from population synthesis mod-
elling are reduced at z > 5 when the contribution of
these lines to broadband flux densities is removed. In
this section, we consider the implications of these results
for our current picture of early mass assembly.

5.1. Stellar Mass Density at z > 3

In §4.2, we quantified the extent to which the stellar
masses of z > 3 galaxies are a!ected by nebular emission.
Here, we seek to utilize these results to estimate the stel-
lar mass density (SMD) evolution at z > 3. To derive
the mass densities, we combine the log M! - MUV rela-
tionship with UV luminosity functions (LFs) in a manner
mostly similar to that outlined in Gonzalez et al. (2011).
Briefly, we extract a large number (N ! 105) of lumi-
nosities from the measured UV LFs (e.g., Bouwens et al.
2011). We convert these luminosities to stellar masses
using the log M! - MUV relationship, and an estimate of

the scatter about the median. Whereas earlier studies
held the log M! - MUV relationship fixed with redshift at
z "
> 4, the strong redshift dependence of nebular contam-

ination (Figure 1) forces us to reconsider the evolution
of M!/LUV ratios with redshift.
We compute the slope and normalization of the z ! 4

log M! - MUV relationship using the large sample of
LBGs discussed in Stark et al. (2009). For simplicity, we
assume the slope remains constant at z "

> 4 and consider
only evolution in the normalization of the relationship.
To compute the zero-points of the log M! - MUV relation
at z ! 5, 6, and 7, we adjust the measured z ! 4 relation
to account for the relative normalisation of the nebular-
corrected log M! - MUV relationships shown in Figure 7.
To obtain a tentative estimate of the z ! 8 stellar mass
density, we apply the z ! 7 log M! - MUV relationship
to the z ! 8 UV LF. In all cases, we use the nebular
corrections derived assuming an evolving H! EW distri-
bution (see Figure 7), but we also discuss how these re-
sults would change if the EW distribution remains fixed
at z > 5.
In addition to measurement of the log M! - MUV rela-

tionship, accurate determinations of the dispersion are
necessary to account for low luminosity galaxies with
large M! /LUV ratios. If scatter is not accounted for,
the mass functions will be incomplete and mass densities
(above a fixed mass limit) will be underestimated. While
a measurement of the observed scatter at z ! 4 (0.5 dex)
was made in Gonzalez et al. (2011a), the intrinsic scat-
ter is likely lower due to systematic uncertainties in the
modelling as well as the e!ects of nebular contamination.
In the following, we assume the intrinsic scatter is in the
range 0.2-0.5 dex.
We focus first on the UV luminosity limited measure of

Stark+12

Zero-th order empirical correction of Stark et al.: 
➡ up to a factor 2-3x in stellar mass density

However, self-consistent fit of Gonzalez et al.:
changes are possibly smaller, if using updated dust 
extinction measurements and rising SFHs

Correcting for emission lines: 
➡ lower fluxes
➡ lower masses
➡ younger ages
➡ lower M/L ratios

However, our samples with IRAC detections at higher redshifts are still small.
Recently acquired IRAC data over CANDELS will change this in near future! 

emission line 
correction
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At z~4, we already now have samples of 2600 galaxies in GOODS-S/N and the IUDF104 Oesch et al.
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Fig. 2.— Median stacked SEDs of galaxies in bins of z-band lu-
minosities. The numbers indicate how many galaxies contribute
to each stack. Dramatic trends toward redder colors are seen
as a function of rest-frame optical luminosities, in particular at
Mz < !21.5. Galaxies are clearly not self-similar as is inferred
from studies based on binning galaxies in UV luminosities only
(e.g. González et al. 2012a). The open symbols indicate filter fluxes
which are not used when deriving synthetic SED fits to the stacks,
since they are expected to change significantly across the extent
of the LBG redshift selection. The H160-band probes longward of
4000 Å for the lower redshift tail of the selection, while strong H!
emission may contaminate the [3.6] measurement for 50% of the
sample (at z = 3.8! 5.0). As can be seen, both these filter fluxes
are indeed significantly higher than the best-fit SED for all stacks.

from !0.64± 0.02 at L ! L" to !0.15± 0.05 to L " L".
Previous studies that were based on binning galaxies as

a function of rest-frame UV luminosities suggested that
the average UV-to-optical SED of galaxies changes only
very little with luminosity. For instance, González et al.
(2012a) find rest-frame U ! V colors that get redder by
only 0.026 per mag in UV luminosity. Such weak trends
were in good agreement with the suggestion from SPH
simulations that found star-formation histories of galax-
ies to be essentially self-similar (Finlator et al. 2011).
Our findings above suggest that using rest-frame op-

tical luminosities to bin and stack galaxy SEDs, much
more significant trends should become apparent. This is
indeed the case as shown in Figure 2, where we present
SEDs in bins of Mz. A significant increase in reddening
toward brighter z-band luminosities is obvious in these
stacks. While these SEDs span 3 mag in Mz, they only
vary by # 1.5 mag in UV luminosity. Furthermore, the
stacked SEDs show a clear correlation between the UV
continuum slope and the UV-to-optical color. This indi-
cates that galaxies that are luminous in the rest-frame
optical are significantly more dust obscured than fainter
systems, which is likely the origin for the steeper trend
in the J125 ! [4.5] color we found in Figure 1.
Finally, from these stacks it is clear that H! flux con-

tamination is indeed a potential problem for our B-
dropout sample. All stacked SEDs show a significant
excess at 3.6 µm compared to the best-fit SED, ranging
from 0.06 mag to 0.14 mag, with a tentative trend to
a larger excess at fainter luminosities. Since H! is only
present in the [3.6] filter at z = 3.8! 5.0 (i.e. in # 50%
of our redshift selection), these numbers are roughly con-
sistent with the mean excess of 0.27 mag as inferred by
Stark et al. (2012), in particular for fainter sources.

A potential problem with the above measurements are
the combination of di!erent selection e!ects that can re-
sult in biased distributions. In Figure 1, we show the es-
timated completeness limits of our data as dashed lines.
The vertical limit is due to the IRAC S/N cut, while
the slanted line is mostly caused by the J125-band cut,
but its slope is influenced by the correlation between
J125! [4.5] vs " (see Figure 3) due to the LBG selection.
The completeness lines are estimated based on simulat-
ing a large number (105) of galaxies with synthetic SEDs
with Mz = !24 to !18, with UV slopes in the range
" = !3 to 1, and with redshifts according to our redshift
selection function (see e.g. Bouwens et al. 2007). The
fluxes of these SEDs are then perturbed with Gaussian
dispersions and all the selection criteria are applied, from
which we compute the completeness as a function of Mz
and J125 ! [4.5].
Clearly, at faint luminosities, we are potentially biased

against red sources in the GOODS data. However, the
J125 ! [4.5] color distribution peaks at su"ciently bluer
colors than the completeness limit. Using the simulations
above, we estimate that the observed mean color atMz =
!20 is not significantly biased due to selection e!ects
(" 0.05 mag).
Finally, photometric errors in [4.5] might bias the mea-

surement of the color-magnitude relation of Figure 1,
since both axes depend on the [4.5] flux measurement.
A positive error in [4.5] would result in a brighter Mz
with a redder J125 ! [4.5] color. We therefore checked
and confirmed that an analogous steepening in the color-
magnitude relation is still seen if the absolute magnitude
derived from the [3.6] photometry is used instead of Mz.
This relation is not shown here due to the possible flux
contamination from strong H! lines, as explained earlier.
Nevertheless, this test suggests that the steepening in the
color-magnitude relation is not significantly a!ected by
scatter in the [4.5] flux measurements.

3.2. UV Continuum Slopes and Balmer Breaks

In order to investigate the origin of red UV contin-
uum slopes " in brighter galaxies, we study the relation
between " and the J125 ! [4.5] color of z # 4 galaxies,
which e!ectively compares the reddening in the UV with
the Balmer break.
As shown in Figure 3, there is a clear and relatively

tight relation between the UV slope " and the J125 !

[4.5] color, with UV redder galaxies showing redder colors
across their Balmer break. The relation is well-fit by the
linear relation:

J125 ! [4.5] = (0.64± 0.03)$ " + (1.72± 0.04) (1)

where we have included all galaxies with J125 detections
> 5#, irrespective of their [4.5] detection significance.
Excluding sources with non-detections in the IRAC [4.5]
band results in a relation with an identical slope, but
with a slightly redder zeropoint (1.86±0.04).
For sources with " < !1.5, the color dispersion per-

pendicular to the dust reddening is only 0.4 mag, which
increases to 0.5! 0.6 mag for redder sources. These dis-
persions are most likely explained by a variation in stellar
population ages as indicated by the age vector in Figure
3 (see also Section 3.4).
Interestingly, a Calzetti et al. (2000) dust curve would

lead to a steeper relation than what is seen in the data.

IUDF10: Rest-frame Optical View on z ! 4 Galaxies 3

and z850 ACS data, before applying the following color
selection criteria:

(B435 " V606 > 1.1)#B435 " V606 > (V606 " z850) + 1.1

# (V606 " z850 < 1.6)

This selects galaxies at z ! 3.5"4.5, with a mean red-
shift z̄ = 3.8 and results in a total sample of 2643 galax-
ies down to MUV = "16 mag over all four fields. HST
photometry is obtained in small elliptical Kron apertures
from PSF matched images (see Bouwens et al. 2012, for
details). The IRAC photometry is derived following the
procedure of Labbé et al. (2010a,b). In particular, we
subtract neighboring foreground sources based on their
profiles in the HST J125 and H160 images, after convolu-
tion to the IRAC PSF. We then perform aperture pho-
tometry on the cleaned images in 2!! diameter apertures,
and correct to total fluxes using the growth curves of
nearby stars in the field. The typical corrections are a
factor 2.2, consistent with expectations from the IRAC
photometry handbook. A comparison of our photome-
try against the GOODSMUSIC catalog over GOODS-
South (Santini et al. 2009) shows no bias and a scatter
of 0.20" 0.25 mag.
The automated IRAC cleaning procedure does not al-

ways work. In particular, if a source is too close to an ex-
tremely IRAC-bright neighbor, reliable photometry can
not be extracted. We therefore inspect all sources by eye
for failures in the neighbor subtraction and flag those.
These are excluded from the final analysis. With our
procedure we are able to obtain clean IRAC photom-
etry for ! 75% of all sources. This is compared to a
! 30" 40% success rate for simple aperture photometry
on isolated sources only. We therefore more than double
the galaxy sample compared to previous analyses which
omit such a neighbor subtraction. Details on the IRAC
cleaning and photometry will be presented in Labbé et
al. (in preparation).
Since the IRAC flux in [3.6] can be significantly af-

fected by strong H! emission for a large fraction of our
z ! 3.5 " 4.5 sample (e.g. Shim et al. 2011; Stark et al.
2012), we restrict our analysis to IRAC [4.5] band detec-
tions. This samples rest-frame 9000 Å, which is devoid
of strong line emission. Our galaxy sample consists of
1273 sources with IRAC [4.5] detections more significant
than 3". 82 of these come from the ultra-deep IUDF10
data.
Using the observed [4.5] fluxes, we compute the rest-

frame absolute magnitude at 9000 Å, assuming a fixed
redshift for all sources at the mean of our sample z̄ = 3.8.
In the following, we will denote this as Mz.
One of the main goals of our analysis is to iden-

tify the origin of the UV continuum reddening in these
galaxies. To this end, we compute the UV continuum
slopes, # (f! $ $"), as in Bouwens et al. (2012) from a
power-law fit to the observed fluxes in the HST bands
V606, i775, z850, Y098/105 (where available), and J125.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Galaxy Colors as a Function of Rest-Frame
Optical Luminosity

Our large sample of galaxies with robust IRAC pho-
tometry allows us to investigate galaxy colors as a func-
tion of rest-frame optical luminosity. Of particular inter-
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Fig. 1.— The observed Balmer break color J125! [4.5] (sampling
rest-frame 2500 Å!9000 Å) vs. rest-frame optical magnitude for
z " 4 galaxies. The gray dots represent galaxies with > 3! de-
tections in [4.5] and > 5! in J125 (dark gray: IUDF10, light gray:
GOODS). The median colors in bins of Mz are indicated by red
dots with errorbars computed from bootstrap resampling. A clear
luminosity dependence is evident, with a significant steepening at
the bright end, where the Balmer break colors become increasingly
redder. The increase in reddening sets in at around Mz = !21.5,
which roughly corresponds to L!

z(z = 4), as estimated based on the
characteristic magnitude of the UV LF and on the average UV-to-
optical colors. This is indicated by the vertical black arrow. The
dashed red line represents two linear fits to the J125 ! [4.5] vs Mz

relation at Mz < !21.5 and Mz > !21.5. Shown as gray and
black dashed lines are the expected 50% completeness limits of the
GOODS and IUDF10 datasets, respectively. The horizontal blue
arrow shows the approximate location of galaxies with UV contin-
uum slopes " = 1 according to the relation we find later in Figure
3. The LBG selection volume is significantly reduced for sources
redder than that.

est is the J125 " [4.5] color, which straddles the Balmer
break. At z ! 4, J125 samples 2500 Å, and [4.5] sam-
ples 9000 Å. Note that J125 is chosen over H160 because
the latter is contaminated by light longward of 4000 Å
for the lower redshift tail of the B-dropout distribution,
which complicates its interpretation.
The J125 " [4.5] color-magnitude diagram is shown in

Figure 1. This plot reveals that more luminous galax-
ies are significantly redder than their lower luminosity
counterparts. Galaxies at Mz = "22.5 show colors of
J125 " [4.5] = 1.4, while galaxies at Mz ! "20 have
J125 " [4.5] = 0.6. In particular, at Mz > "21.5 the
color distribution is well-described by a Gaussian with
an observed dispersion of 0.4 " 0.5 mag (see also later
Figure 5).
Interestingly, a luminosity dependence in the color-

magnitude diagram is seen at all luminosities. However,
the dependence is significantly steeper at the brightest
luminosities. The color-magnitude relation is well repro-
duced by a two component linear relation, with a break
roughly at L"(z = 4)10. The slope of the relation changes

10 L# is crudely estimated based on the average i775 ! [4.5]
color and the characteristic luminosity of the UV LF at z = 4
of M!

UV = !21.06 (Bouwens et al. 2007). This results in an es-
timated M!

z = !21.7 mag, which is significantly fainter than the
characteristic luminosity of the rest-frame V -band LF as measured
by Marchesini et al. (2012) who find M!

V = !22.76+0.40
"0.63 mag.

4.8

Brighter galaxies are significantly redder in their UV-to-optical colors wrt fainter sources.
Bright galaxies also show redder UV continuum slopes.

UV slope β rest-frame
9000Å

J125

[4.5]Oesch et al. 2012c
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Fig. 2.— Median stacked SEDs of galaxies in bins of z-band lu-
minosities. The numbers indicate how many galaxies contribute
to each stack. Dramatic trends toward redder colors are seen
as a function of rest-frame optical luminosities, in particular at
Mz < !21.5. Galaxies are clearly not self-similar as is inferred
from studies based on binning galaxies in UV luminosities only
(e.g. González et al. 2012a). The open symbols indicate filter fluxes
which are not used when deriving synthetic SED fits to the stacks,
since they are expected to change significantly across the extent
of the LBG redshift selection. The H160-band probes longward of
4000 Å for the lower redshift tail of the selection, while strong H!
emission may contaminate the [3.6] measurement for 50% of the
sample (at z = 3.8! 5.0). As can be seen, both these filter fluxes
are indeed significantly higher than the best-fit SED for all stacks.

from !0.64± 0.02 at L ! L" to !0.15± 0.05 to L " L".
Previous studies that were based on binning galaxies as

a function of rest-frame UV luminosities suggested that
the average UV-to-optical SED of galaxies changes only
very little with luminosity. For instance, González et al.
(2012a) find rest-frame U ! V colors that get redder by
only 0.026 per mag in UV luminosity. Such weak trends
were in good agreement with the suggestion from SPH
simulations that found star-formation histories of galax-
ies to be essentially self-similar (Finlator et al. 2011).
Our findings above suggest that using rest-frame op-

tical luminosities to bin and stack galaxy SEDs, much
more significant trends should become apparent. This is
indeed the case as shown in Figure 2, where we present
SEDs in bins of Mz. A significant increase in reddening
toward brighter z-band luminosities is obvious in these
stacks. While these SEDs span 3 mag in Mz, they only
vary by # 1.5 mag in UV luminosity. Furthermore, the
stacked SEDs show a clear correlation between the UV
continuum slope and the UV-to-optical color. This indi-
cates that galaxies that are luminous in the rest-frame
optical are significantly more dust obscured than fainter
systems, which is likely the origin for the steeper trend
in the J125 ! [4.5] color we found in Figure 1.
Finally, from these stacks it is clear that H! flux con-

tamination is indeed a potential problem for our B-
dropout sample. All stacked SEDs show a significant
excess at 3.6 µm compared to the best-fit SED, ranging
from 0.06 mag to 0.14 mag, with a tentative trend to
a larger excess at fainter luminosities. Since H! is only
present in the [3.6] filter at z = 3.8! 5.0 (i.e. in # 50%
of our redshift selection), these numbers are roughly con-
sistent with the mean excess of 0.27 mag as inferred by
Stark et al. (2012), in particular for fainter sources.

A potential problem with the above measurements are
the combination of di!erent selection e!ects that can re-
sult in biased distributions. In Figure 1, we show the es-
timated completeness limits of our data as dashed lines.
The vertical limit is due to the IRAC S/N cut, while
the slanted line is mostly caused by the J125-band cut,
but its slope is influenced by the correlation between
J125! [4.5] vs " (see Figure 3) due to the LBG selection.
The completeness lines are estimated based on simulat-
ing a large number (105) of galaxies with synthetic SEDs
with Mz = !24 to !18, with UV slopes in the range
" = !3 to 1, and with redshifts according to our redshift
selection function (see e.g. Bouwens et al. 2007). The
fluxes of these SEDs are then perturbed with Gaussian
dispersions and all the selection criteria are applied, from
which we compute the completeness as a function of Mz
and J125 ! [4.5].
Clearly, at faint luminosities, we are potentially biased

against red sources in the GOODS data. However, the
J125 ! [4.5] color distribution peaks at su"ciently bluer
colors than the completeness limit. Using the simulations
above, we estimate that the observed mean color atMz =
!20 is not significantly biased due to selection e!ects
(" 0.05 mag).
Finally, photometric errors in [4.5] might bias the mea-

surement of the color-magnitude relation of Figure 1,
since both axes depend on the [4.5] flux measurement.
A positive error in [4.5] would result in a brighter Mz
with a redder J125 ! [4.5] color. We therefore checked
and confirmed that an analogous steepening in the color-
magnitude relation is still seen if the absolute magnitude
derived from the [3.6] photometry is used instead of Mz.
This relation is not shown here due to the possible flux
contamination from strong H! lines, as explained earlier.
Nevertheless, this test suggests that the steepening in the
color-magnitude relation is not significantly a!ected by
scatter in the [4.5] flux measurements.

3.2. UV Continuum Slopes and Balmer Breaks

In order to investigate the origin of red UV contin-
uum slopes " in brighter galaxies, we study the relation
between " and the J125 ! [4.5] color of z # 4 galaxies,
which e!ectively compares the reddening in the UV with
the Balmer break.
As shown in Figure 3, there is a clear and relatively

tight relation between the UV slope " and the J125 !

[4.5] color, with UV redder galaxies showing redder colors
across their Balmer break. The relation is well-fit by the
linear relation:

J125 ! [4.5] = (0.64± 0.03)$ " + (1.72± 0.04) (1)

where we have included all galaxies with J125 detections
> 5#, irrespective of their [4.5] detection significance.
Excluding sources with non-detections in the IRAC [4.5]
band results in a relation with an identical slope, but
with a slightly redder zeropoint (1.86±0.04).
For sources with " < !1.5, the color dispersion per-

pendicular to the dust reddening is only 0.4 mag, which
increases to 0.5! 0.6 mag for redder sources. These dis-
persions are most likely explained by a variation in stellar
population ages as indicated by the age vector in Figure
3 (see also Section 3.4).
Interestingly, a Calzetti et al. (2000) dust curve would

lead to a steeper relation than what is seen in the data.

4.8

Rest-frame optical view reveals that z~4 galaxy population is more diverse 
than what is inferred from UV-based analyses.
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IRAC data is crucial for working toward a self-consistent picture of star-
formation and stellar mass build-up in high redshift galaxies!
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UV-to-optical colors and UV continuum slope are correlated. 

Easiest explanation for this slope: Colors are driven by SMC-like dust extinction

Consistent with recent results from Herschel for bright z~4 sources (Lee+12)
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Age Distributions
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Dust-corrected colors show that galaxies have ages between log(age) = 8.5 - 9.0 yr
and are consistent with gradual build-up of their dust and stars with time
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Summary
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 WFC3/IR has opened up the window to very efficient studies of z>6.5 galaxies: by 
now, we have identified >200 galaxy candidates at these redshifts; 3 at z~10!

 The UV LF evolves smoothly from z~8 to z~4, mainly changing in M* only 
corresponding to a growth in UV luminosity by a factor ~4 (a factor ~10x increase in 
SFR after dust correction)

 The HUDF12 data allowed for searches of z~9-11 LBGs, and resulted in smaller 
numbers than expected from gradual evolution across z=8 to z=4.  
➡ Accelerated evolution is most likely explained by growing DM halo MF

 The faint-end slopes measured at z≥6 are very steep and show weak trends to 
steepen towards high redshift. If true, ultra-faint galaxies are consistent with 
being capable of reionizing the universe, with high enough τe. 

 The large samples of galaxies at z=4-8 are used to measure build-up of masses, SFRs, 
sizes, stellar population properties, dust extinction in the first 2 Gyr. 

 First detections of z~8 galaxies with Spitzer IRAC show these galaxies are not 
primordial (onset of SF z~12), and galaxy mass density also builds up by a factor ~10x 
from z~8 to z~4, in agreement with SFR density.

 Rest-frame optical data from IRAC is crucial for self-consistent picture of star-
formation and stellar mass build-up.


